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Photometric modeling of Saturn’s rings
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Abstract

The scattering properties of particulate rings with volume filling factors in the intervalD = 0.001–0.3 are studied, with photometric Mon
Carlo ray tracing simulations combining the advantages of direct (photons followed from the source) and indirect methods (brig
seen from the observing direction). Besides vertically homogeneous models, ranging from monolayers to classical many-particle t
particle distributions obtained from dynamical simulations are studied, possessing a nonuniform vertical profile and a power law di
of particle sizes. Self-gravity is not included to assure homogeneity in planar directions. Our main goal is to check whether the m
flattened ring models predicted by dynamical simulations (with central planeD > 0.1) are consistent with the basic photometric propertie
Saturn’s rings seen in ground-based observations, including the brightening near zero phase angle (opposition effect), and the bri
the B-ring with increasing elevation angle (tilt effect). Our photometric simulations indicate that dense rings are typically brighter in
light than those withD → 0, due to enhanced single scattering. For a vertically illuminated layer of identical particles this enhan
amounts at intermediate viewing elevations to roughly 1+ 2D. Increased single scattering is also obtained for low elevation illumina
further augmented at low phase anglesα by the opposition brightening whenD increases: the simulated opposition effect agrees very
with the Lumme and Bowell (1981, Astron. J. 86, 1694–1704) theoretical formula. For largeα the total intensity may also decrease, due
reduced amount of multiple scattering. For the low (α = 13◦) and high (α = 155◦) phase angle geometries analyzed in Dones et al. (1
Icarus 105, 184–215) the brightness change forD = 0.1 amounts to 20% and−17%, respectively. In the case of an extended size distribu
dynamical simulations indicate that the smallest particles typically occupy a layer several times thicker than the largest particles. E
large particles form a dynamically dense system, a narrow opposition peak can arise due to mutual shadowing among the sma
for example, a size distribution extending about two decades can account for the observed about 1◦ wide opposition peak, solely in terms
mutual shadowing. The reduced width of the opposition peak for extended size distribution is in accordance with Hapke’s (1986,
264–280) treatment for semi-infinite layers. Due to vertical profile and particle size distribution, the photometric behavior is sensit
viewing elevation: this can account for the tilt-effect of the B-ring, as dense and thus bright central parts of the ring become bett
for larger elevation, whereas in the case of smaller elevation, mainly low volume density upper layers are visible. Since multiple sc
not involved, the explanation works also for albedo well below unity. Inclusion of nonzero volume density helps also to model som
Voyager observations. For example, the discrepancy between predicted and observed brightness at large phase angles for much
(Dones et al., 1993, Icarus 105, 184–215) is removed when the enhanced lowα single scattering and reduced largeα multiple scattering
is allowed for. Also, a model with vertical thickness increasing with saturnocentric distance offers at least a qualitative explanatio
observed contrast reversal between the inner and outer A-ring in low and high phase Voyager images. Differences in local size d
and thus on the effectiveD may also account for the contrast reversal in resonance sites.
 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Dynamical models for the collisional steady-state in pl
etary rings suggest the rings to be fairly flattened, with v
tical thickness well below the observational (Lane et
1982) upper limit of∼ 200 m. For example, simulation
with the standard elasticity model based on Bridges et

http://www.elsevier.com/locate/icarus
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(1984) laboratory measurements indicate a ring thicknes
only a few tens of meters at most, when the particles’ s
distribution is included (Salo, 1992b). The largest me
sized particles, where most of the ring mass resides,
expected to be even more concentrated to the central p
These simulation thickness estimates are consistent
the various estimates of local velocity dispersion in re
nance locations, suggesting a vertical thickness of 10–10
(see Cuzzi et al., 1984). For optical depths near unity,
namical models imply central plane volume filling facto
D(0) ∼ 0.1–0.3. For such highly flattened ring models t
mutual self-gravity between particles becomes signific
leading to the formation of local gravitational wakes (S
1992a, 1995; Richardson, 1994; Daisaka and Ida, 1
Ohtsuki and Emori, 2000), essentially similar to Julian a
Toomre (1966) wakes in stellar systems. Dynamical wa
trailing by about 20◦ with respect to the local tangenti
direction, provide a plausible candidate for the observed
symmetric azimuthal brightness variations in the outer p
of Saturn’s rings (Franklin et al., 1987; Dones et al., 199
In the wakes the volume filling factor is further enhanced

Practically all photometric modeling of Saturn’s rings h
been done in the framework of classical radiative trans
assuming that the rings are a thick homogeneous multil
of particles, with a very small volume filling factor (pa
ticle separations much larger than their diameters). S
ies of interparticle shadowing in homogeneous ring m
els (Lumme et al., 1983) have indicated that a volume
ing factor D ≈ 0.02 would explain the observed B-rin
opposition-effect, i.e., the increase in the amount of
flected light when the rings are viewed close to zero ph
angle (Sun-ring-observer angle). Likewise, the same mo
as well as those withD = 0 (Lumme and Irvine, 1976
Esposito and Lumme, 1977) can explain the brighten
of the B-ring with an increasing ring opening angle (“ti
effect”), in terms of multiple scattering, provided that t
particle albedo is close to unity. The only other model st
ied in detail (Hämeen-Anttila and Vaaraniemi, 1975) h
been the extreme monolayer (a 2D distribution of pa
cles), which, however, fails to reproduce correctly the abo
mentioned two basic observational phenomena (see Cuz
al., 1984).

So far rather few attempts have been made to recon
the dynamical and photometric views of rings. Dones e
(1993) point out that many discrepancies in the photome
behavior of the inner and middle A-ring, and of the B-ri
(Doyle et al., 1989), as compared to the classical radia
transfer models withD = 0, would be naturally accounte
for by assuming the rings to be vertically thin. This would
expected to increase the single scattering contribution
the classical value, modifying the deduced single part
phase function and albedo, and thus also affecting the ca
lated multiply scattered intensities. For example, this m
help to match both the low and high phase angle Voyage
servations (Dones et al., 1993). Support for the importa
of finite ring thickness was given by the ray-tracing cal
.

t

-

lations in Dones et al. (1989), implying significant brigh
ening of a monolayer model in comparison to a many pa
cle thick multilayer. Increased brightness was also obta
by Peltoniemi and Lumme (1992) in their study of clos
packed particulate media. Nevertheless, systematic stu
the effects of finite ring thickness, or equivalently, of volum
filling factor significantly exceeding zero, is still missin
Especially important would be to address whether dyn
ical models of moderately flattened rings, falling betwe
the above mentioned two extremes (a 2D monolayer a
thick multilayer) would be consistent with the oppositi
brightening and the tilt-angle behavior. Dynamical mod
also differ from the previously studied multilayer models
having a vertically nonuniform density profile.

We have recently developed a new photometric c
for calculation of scattering properties of arbitrary parti
fields, with no restrictions on volume density. Especially,
method can be directly applied to calculate the photom
ric properties of the nonuniform particle distributions p
dicted by self-gravitating dynamical simulations, which w
the main motivation behind its development. The metho
based on Monte Carlo ray-tracing, combining the advanta
of both the direct and indirect methods (forward from
light source and backward from the viewing point, resp
tively), which makes it possible to treat 104–105 simulation
particles with a very small statistical uncertainty of the
sults. Preliminary application to the azimuthal brightn
asymmetry has already been reported (Salo and Karjala
1999; Salo et al., 2000; French et al., 2000), demonstra
the viability of dynamical wakes as a cause of the obser
asymmetry. Similar suggestion has been recently mad
(Porco et al., 2001). In the present manuscript we con
trate on systems which have planar homogeneity (i.e.,
gravity is not included), to check that largeD dynamical
models which lead to wakes in the outer parts of Satu
rings fulfill the basic photometric constraints set by grou
based observations.

The Monte Carlo code is described in detail in Section
while Section 3 tests it against previous classical calc
tions, and infers some general effects of nonzero volu
density on singly and multiply scattered intensities. In S
tion 4 we show that high-filling factor ring models, su
gested by dynamical simulations, are consistent with
ground-based photometric observations (opposition and
effects). Especially, the opposition brightening for phase
gles below 1◦ can be reproduced even without an intrin
opposition peak for particles, even for a system with la
(D > 0.2) central plane filling factor. This is the case fo
very extended size distribution. We also briefly discuss
implications for some Voyager observations (high phase
gle brightness, contrast reversal at resonance sites, co
tion between brightness and occultation optical depth).
next paper (Salo et al., in preparation, hereafter referre
paper II) is devoted to the relation between dynamical wa
and the azimuthal asymmetry as seen in the Voyager ob
vations of transmitted and reflected light.
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2. Photometric Monte Carlo method

We calculate the amount of light scattered by a local
gion of a planetary ring, represented by the ensemble of
ulation particles with known positions at a given instant
time. Both singly and multiply scattered radiation are ta
into account, as well as the planar periodicity assume
the dynamical simulations. This is very important for mo
eling of low elevation angle observations, where a light
can, at least in principle, travel a long horizontal dista
before leaving the particle layer. Since the size of the
particles is much larger than the wavelength of visible lig
we assume geometric optics. A straightforward way to
culate the observed brightness is to use the direct M
Carlo method, which follows the path of individual light ra
emitted by the source through successive scatterings
tabulates their final directions and intensities once they h
escaped the layer of scattering particles. The Monte C
element comes from the use of a single emergent ray
each scattering event, chosen with the help of random n
bers to represent the assumed scattering law. We will
describe this direct Monte Carlo method and then disc
how the variance of the results can be significantly redu
by a combination of direct and indirect (backward) Mo
Carlo methods, the latter utilizing the fact that we are in
ested of the brightness in certain viewing directions only

2.1. Coordinate system of dynamical simulations

Since the coordinate system used in our photometric
culations is the same as that in our dynamical experime
we describe here briefly the basic features of these sim
tions. In the local method all gravitational and collision
calculations are restricted to a small region inside the ri
corotating withΩ , the local mean angular speed of partic
(Wisdom and Tremaine, 1988; Toomre and Kalnajs, 19
Salo, 1992a). The advantage of this method is that re
tic particle sizes and ring surface densities can be stu
with a manageable number of simulation particles. Also,
earized equations of motion can be utilized, employin
local Cartesian coordinate system. Due to differential r
tion individual particles tend to leave the calculation regi
which is taken into account in the form of periodic bound
conditions. These can be described in terms of image p
cles,

x ′ = x + nLx,

y ′ = y +mLy − 3/2 nLxΩt,

(1)z′ = z,

wherem and n are integers,Lx and Ly denote the di-
mensions of the actual calculation region, andt the time
reckoned from the beginning of the simulation; thex-axis
points in the radial direction, they-axis in the direction o
orbital motion, and thez-axis is perpendicular to the equ
torial plane. Thus, each time a particle crosses the bo
d

,

-

ary, one of its images enters the calculation region and
places the leaving particle. Especially, if the crossing
curs across the inner or outer radial boundary, the ve
ity of the particle is modified by�ẏ = ±3/2 ΩLx , which
corresponds to the difference of shear velocity acrossLx .
In this manner the evolution of the system is indep
dent of the choice of the origin of the coordinate syste
The results are also independent of the size of the calc
tion region, provided that it is large compared to the m
free path between impacts (Wisdom and Tremaine, 1
Salo, 1991).

In the photometric modeling we utilize the results fro
dynamical simulations. In the present study, only exp
ments without self-gravity are used, as well as artificia
created data for vertically homogeneous systems. In all c
the format of the particle data is similar, and periodic repli
of the particles in the actual calculation region are used.
the dynamical simulations with planar homogeneity stud
here, the orientation of the system with respect to the d
tion to the planet plays no role: this, however, is importan
the case of gravitational wake structures having prefere
orientation with respect to the local radius vector.

2.2. Direct Monte Carlo method

The simulation region is illuminated by a parallel be
of sunlight, with incident fluxπF . The energy flux to the
simulation region is

(2)L= πF |sinB ′|LxLy,
whereB ′ is the solar elevation angle andLx andLy denote
the dimensions of the calculation region. This energy flu
represented byNphotphoton packets, each with initial weig

(3)W0 = L/Nphot= πF |sinB ′|LxLy/Nphot.

The coordinate system we use is the same local C
sian system as in the dynamical simulations themselves
Fig. 1). The path of the photon packet inside the layer of
particles consists of line segments between successive
terings. Denote byp = {px,py,pz} andê = {ex, ey, ez} the
instantaneous position and direction of the photon pac
and by Ri = {xi, yi, zi}, i = 1, . . . ,N the positions of parti
cles, assumed spherical, with radiisi . The intersection of the
photon path with the surface of particlei corresponds to
real rootti for the equation

(4)
( p+ ti ê− Ri

)2 = s2
i ,

ti giving the distance along the present photon path to
intersection. The position of the next scattering point is t
chosen as

(5)p ′ = p+ t ê,

wheret = min{ti > 0; ti real}. If Eq. (4) has no real roots fo
any i, the photon packet is able to escape from the orig
calculation region. This, however, does not mean that it
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Fig. 1. Definition of the coordinate system and angle variables use
the dynamical and photometric simulations. Thex-axis points to the ra-
dial direction, they-axis toward the orbital mean motion, while thez-axis
completes a right-handed coordinate system.

escape from the ring, as the packet may intersect one o
image particles, which have positions according to Eq.
To search for these intersections, the photon packet is m
to the edge of the original calculation region along its curr
path, and the above procedure is repeated with the im
particles in the region where the packet arrives. In prac
it is more convenient to replace the photon with an im
photon, entering the original calculation box from an app
priately modified position (thus avoiding the need for stor
separately the positions of image particles). Altogether,
search for possible intersections is repeated until a new
get particle is found, or until the photon position is such t
no intersection will be possible. This is the case if either

(6)pz >max{zi + si} and ez � 0,

or

(7)pz <min{zi − si} and ez � 0.

Formally, we also set a upper limit of 1000 for the maximu
number of image regions checked, but this limit is in prac
never reached. In the case of escape, the final direction
weight of the photon packet are stored.

When a photon packet intersects a particle surface
direction is modified according to the surface eleme
reflection law S, and its weight is reduced by the su
face albedoA. The reflection function is defined so th
AS(µ,φ,µ0, φ0) dµdφ gives the probability that a photo
arriving at the surface from the direction(µ0, φ0) will scat-
ter to an intervaldµ,dφ about the direction(µ,φ). Here
µ0 = cos(i) andµ= cos(ε), wherei andε denote the angle
of incident and emergent rays with respect to the normal
tor n̂ of the surface element at the intersection point, wh
φ0 andφ are the azimuthal directions in a coordinate sys
where the polar direction is alonĝn. For most of our simu-
lations we have assumed Lambert scattering, in which
S ≡ SL(µ,µ0)= µ/π .
In the caseS is independent of the azimuth of scatteri
(as is the case forSL), the new photon direction is obtaine
by

(8)φ′ = 2πr1,

wherer1 is a uniformly distributed random number betwe
0 and 1,r1 = RND(0,1). The new polar direction is obtaine
by setting

(9)

∫ µ′
1 S dµ∫ 0
1 S dµ

= r2 = RND(0,1),

and solving forµ′. In the case of Lambert’s law this implie
cos(ε′) = µ′ = √

r2. The new photon direction in the simu
lation coordinate system,ê′, is then obtained by Salo (1988
(if n2

z �= 1)

e′
z = nz cosε′ + sinε′ cosφ′

√
1− n2

z,

e′
x = 1

1− n2
z

[
nx

(
cosε′ − nze

′
z

) − sinε′ sinφ′ny
√

1− n2
z

]
,

(10)

e′
y = 1

1− n2
z

[
ny

(
cosε′ − nze

′
z

) + sinε′ sinφ′nx
√

1− n2
z

]
.

If n2
z = 1, then

e′
z = nz cosε′,
e′
x = sinε′ cosφ′,

(11)e′
y = sinε′ sinφ′.

At the scattering event the weight of the photon packe
reduced byA, and a new line segment is calculated, u
the packet escapes, or a preassigned maximum numb
scatterings (typically 100) has taken place.

In order to convert the photon weights to observed int
sities, we assume that the escaping photon packets are
tered at a distance∆ from the simulation system, in a dire
tion corresponding to the elevation angleB and azimutha
angleθ , counted with respect to the simulationx-axis. The
area of registration isdA = cosB dB dθ ∆2 and the total

flux arriving atdA is
∑Nphot

m=1 Wm(B, θ), whereWm denotes
the weight escaping towarddA due to them’th photon (most
of these are typically zero). The intensityI (B, θ) is then ob-
tained by dividing the energy flux bydA and by the solid
angle of the illuminating ring patch as seen from the re
tration area,ωs = LxLy |sinB|/∆2, yielding

(12)I (B, θ)dir =
∑Nphot

m=1 Wm(B, θ)

LxLy |sinB|cosB dB dθ
.

The subscript ‘dir’ is used to distinguish this from the inte
sity calculated below with the indirect method. Taking in
account Eq. (3), and normalizing with the incident solar fl
we obtain

(13)

I (B, θ)dir

F
= π |sinB ′|

|sinB|cosB dB dθ

∑Nphot
m=1 Wm(B, θ)/W0

Nphot
.
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SinceI/F is proportional to an average〈W ′
m〉 over the pho-

ton packets (W ′
m ≡ Wm/W0), its variance can be estimate

from

(14)δ2
(
Idir

F

)
=

(
π sinB ′

sinB cosB dB dθ

)2 〈W ′2
m 〉 − 〈W ′

m〉2

Nphot
.

The implied uncertainty∆(I/F) ≈ √
δ2(I/F ) is fairly

large. For example, assume that most of the intensity is
to single scatterings, and that the number of photons re
ing the registration area isN(B, θ) = p(B, θ)Nphot. Then
the weight carried to the registration area is eitherAW0 or 0,
and〈W ′2

m 〉 ≈ pA2 and〈W ′
m〉 ≈ pA, and the fractional error

(15)
∆(I/F)dir

(I/F )dir
≈

√
(1− p)

pNphot
.

As p is small, 1− p ≈ 1 and the fractional error≈ N(B,

θ)−1/2, as expected for a direct Monte Carlo estimate.

2.3. Backward Monte Carlo method (indirect method)

The above described direct method, although very e
to implement and test, has the disadvantage that only a s
fraction of all photon packets contributes to the brightn
in a given direction we are interested in, leading to a la
variance of the result. In fact, this variance is large eno
to make the direct method unsuitable for practical use
Section 3). The efficiency can be significantly improved
a combination with a backward Monte Carlo method, sa
pling the brightness as seen from a prespecified view
direction or directions. The path of the photon packet fr
one intersection to the next is calculated as in the di
method, but additionally, in each scattering event we n
check whether the illuminated point is visible from the giv
observing direction(B, θ): not hidden by the particle itsel
or by any other particle or image particle. This check
be done with the same method that is used in the ab
described search of photon-particle intersections. If no in
vening particles are found, then this illuminated point c
tributes to the intensity in the registration direction by
amount

(16)Ikm(B, θ)= WkmASkm

|sinB|LxLy ,

whereSkm = S(µo,µ
′), µ′ = n̂k · ô, with ô = {cosB cosθ,

cosB sinθ,sinB} specifying the registration direction, an
Wkm is the weight before thek’th scattering of them’th pho-
ton packet. After this the photon path is continued toward
next scattering as before. The total intensityI (B, θ)indir is
obtained by summing over the different scatterings ofNphot
photon packets, which after normalization yields

(17)

I (B, θ)indir

F
= π |sinB ′|

|sinB|
∑Nphot

m=1

∑
k(Wkm(B, θ)/W0)ASkm

Nphot
.

The variance of the result can be estimated in a similar f
-

ll

ion as for the direct method,

(18)δ2
(
Iindir

F

)
=

(
π sinB ′

sinB

)2 〈W ′2
m 〉 − 〈W ′

m〉2

Nphot
,

whereW ′
m now denotes

∑
k (Wkm/W0)ASkm.

A considerable reduction in the total CPU time is achie
for a desired accuracy, as now in principle every photon
tersection with a particle can contribute to the brightnes
a given direction, instead of only those photons actually
caping to this direction. As an idealized example cons
again a case where single scattering dominates, and for
plicity assume that the scattering is isotropic (and neg
all shadowing), so thatS1m = 1/(4π). If the total fraction
of photons scattered to any direction ispT , then each of the
scatteredpT Nphot photons yieldsW ′

m = A/(4π). Proceed-
ing as before, the fractional error becomes

(19)
∆(I/F)indir

(I/F )indir
≈

√
(1− pT )

pT Nphot
.

So, although theN−1/2
phot dependence of the error is retaine

its magnitude is roughly(N(B, θ)/Nphot)
1/2 times smaller

than the error in the direct method. Also in a more reali
case with nonisotropic phase function and multiple sca
ing the efficiency is significantly improved, as shown by
examples studied below.

2.4. Different surface albedo values

Both direct and indirect methods provide an easy wa
look separately at singly scattered and higher order co
butions, by storing information of how many times a pho
has scattered before the escape (direct method) or b
it contributes to the intensity in a given direction (indire
method). This also makes it possible to obtain the brig
ness for any surface albedo from a single run: by choo
A= 1 in the run and by denoting with�Ik the intensity due
to scattering byk times, we have the total scattered intens
for surface albedoA0

(20)Itot =
max∑

1

Ak
0�Ik.

2.5. Spatial partitioning

The most time consuming part of the above calculati
is the search of intersections between a photon packe
particles. This time consumption can be reduced by limi
the number of particles for which the intersection is chec
for. We use a simple 2D spatial partitioning, where a rec
gularMx × My mesh is superposed over the particle fie
and store a list of particle indices belonging to each cel
well as the maximum distance from the cell centerpc, up to
which its particles can cause intersections,

(21)d2
max=

(
Lx

M
+ smax

)2

+
(
Ly

M
+ smax

)2

,

x y
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wheresmax is the maximum particle radius in the cell. Befo
looking for the actual particle intersections, the minimu
distance of each cell center from the photon path is ca
lated,

(22)d2
c = ( pc − p)2 − [

( pc − p) · ê]2
,

and only those particles which belong to a cell that can
principle intersect the current path,dc < dmax, are actually
checked. This simple trick effectively replaces theN (par-
ticle number) dependence of the intersection search
N1/2, and since the particle positions are fixed, these
need to be constructed only once during a run, causing
small overhead CPU time-consumption. Typically, a sub
vision to about 20 by 20 cells provided an optimal spee
for N ≈ 104 simulation particles, reducing the time requir
for the search of intersection to about 10% of that wh
would be needed without partitioning. Also 3D partitioni
was checked but this did not yield any additional speed
Namely, even in the 2D partitioning we can easily disc
subcells for which the distance of the photon packet from
central plane is already too large for intersections. Exam
of CPU-time consumption are given in caption of Fig. 7.

2.6. Saturn-shine

The brightness due to the illumination by Saturn is c
culated in a similar manner as that due to the Sun. The
difference is that the directions of the incoming photons
sampled from the solid angle extended by Saturn’s bal
viewed from the ring patch. In practice the ball of Satu
is divided into latitude and longitude surface elements,
each of which it is tested whether it is illuminated by t
Sun, and whether it is visible from the ring (Price and Bak
1975). The brightness of each point of Saturn is calcula
from Barkstrom’s law (Barkstrom, 1973),

(23)
Isat

F
= k1

µ

(
µµ0

µ+µ0

)k2

,

whereµ0 andµ here denote the direction cosines of the in
dent and emergent radiation on Saturn’s surface, andk1 and
k2 are numerical factors depending on the phase angle
tween the incident and emergent rays, interpolated from
values tabulated in Table 5 in Dones et al. (1993). The n
ber of photons shot from each Saturn’s surface eleme
proportional to the energy flux reaching the ring patch. F
results are normalized toF , as for the scattering due to d
rect solar illumination. In the treatment of Saturn-shine
approximate the planet to be spherical, whereas Dones
(1993) take also into account its oblateness.

2.7. Spherical particle phase-functions

Most of our simulations employ Lambert’s scattering l
for each ring particle’ssurface element. However, in order
to compare with various results in earlier literature, ot
scattering laws were also implemented, defined in term
-

.

the distribution of scattering from thespherical particle as
a whole. The difference is that the scattering probabilit
now defined solely in terms of the phase angleα, the differ-
ence between the directions of the incoming and outgo
rays, as seen from the scattering point. Especially, we
the Henyey–Greenstein phase function

(24)PHG(α)= 1− g2

(1+ g2 + 2g cosα)3/2
,

whereg is the anisotropy parameter,

(25)g = −〈cosα〉 = −1

2

π∫
0

P(α)cosα sinα dα,

varying betweeng = −1 (perfect back scatterer) andg = 1
(perfect forward scatterer). Also, we employ the combi
tion of two Henyey–Greenstein functions, used in Espo
and Lumme (1977) and Lumme et al. (1983),

(26)P(α) = bPHG(α, g1)+ (1− b)PHG(α, g2),

and the power-law phase function

(27)Ppower(α)= cn(π − α)n

defined in Dones et al. (1993). In all cases the phase f
tion is normalized so that the integral over all solid ang∫
P(α)2π sinα dα = 4π . For Eq. (27) the normalizatio

factorscn and the anisotropy parametersg corresponding
to various exponentsn are given in Table 4 in Dones et a
(1993).

Some modifications are required when spherical par
phase functions are used instead of the surface elem
reflection law. In choosing the direction of the photon
ter scattering, Eqs. (8)–(11) are employed, withP(α)/(4π)
now replacingS(µ), andn̂ now standing for the direction o
the incoming photon (as seen from the particle), not for
surface element’s normal direction. When using the sph
cal phase function, the information of where the scatte
takes place on the particle surface is not defined, so
there is an ambiguity about where to start the emerging p
ton packet. We experimented with two ways of choosing
postscattering starting point, either from the particle ce
or from the intersection point of the incoming photon. A
though the former choice would be more in accordance w
the concept of the spherical particle phase function, the la
choice seemed to give more realistic results. Namely, as
scribed below in more detail, we carried out comparisons
the Lambert scattering, using both the surface element’
flection law, and the corresponding spherical-particle ph
function

(28)PL(α)= 8

3π
[sinα + (π − α)cosα],

in which case it is possible to check the error introduced
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3. Preliminary tests and the influence of nonzero
volume density

In order to test the correctness of the Monte Carlo met
several checks are carried out. First of all, the results o
indirect method are checked against the direct method,
the error estimates given in the previous section are v
fied. Secondly, the Monte Carlo results are tested agains
classical calculations in the limit of vanishing volume fi
ing factorD, both with comparisons to analytic results f
isotropic scattering calculated in terms of Chandrasekh
X- andY -functions, and with comparisons to Dones et
(1993) in the case of power-law phase function. Bes
these tests, this section highlights the modifications ca
in the overall scattering behavior by a nonzeroD.

3.1. Particle distributions

In this study two types of particle fields are studied:

(1) vertically homogeneous systems of identical partic
created by uniformly distributed, nonoverlapping pa
cles, and

(2) particle fields obtained from dynamical simulatio
both with identical particles and with a size distributio

In most of the preliminary comparisons, homogene
particle fields are employed, realized withN ∼ 104 particles
uniformly distributed within the calculation region, with th
condition that no overlaps are allowed between particles
with their replicas extending over the periodic boundar
The optical depths are specified in terms of the dynam
optical depth

(29)τdyn =
∑

i πs
2
i

LxLy
,

the total surface area of particles divided by the area o
calculation region, which is the basic quantity employed
dynamical experiments. Different values of the volume
ing factorD correspond to different physical thicknessesH

of the particle layer.1 For a homogeneous layer of identic
particles

D ≡Duni = 4s

3H
τdyn,

wheres is the radius of the particles. In practice, syste
with D up to 0.3 can be easily constructed with the rand
placement of nonoverlapping particles.

For the particle fields taken from dynamical simulatio
the vertical profile is always nonuniform, being determin
by the balance between the collisional dissipation of rand

1 Actually,H denotes the thickness of the layer occupied by the par
centers, so that some particles extend even outsideH/2 from the central
plane.
kinetic energy and the viscous gain of energy from the
tematic velocity field. No self-gravity is included in order
assure the homogeneity in planar directions. In dynam
simulations the velocity change in impacts is determined
the normal coefficient of restitutionεn, describing the ratio
of the post- and precollisional relative velocity compone
in the direction joining the particle centers. For theεn we use
the standard velocity-dependent elasticity model of Brid
et al. (1984),

(30)εn(vn)= min
[
(vn/vc)

−0.234,1
]
,

wherevn is the normal component of the relative veloc
of the impacting bodies and the scale parametervc equals
vB = 0.0077 cm/s in Bridges et al.’s measurements. In so
experiments other elasticity laws are briefly examined.
simulations are performed for the saturnocentric dista
a = 100 000 km, withΩ = 1.94× 10−4 s−1. The particle
size distribution is assumed to follow the power law

(31)dN/ds ∝ s−q, smin < s < smax, q = 3,

with the upper size limit fixed tosmax = 5 m. According to
Voyager radio science experiments (Marouf et al., 1983)
type of law describes the size distribution in Saturn’s rin
with a lower size limit of∼ 1 cm. However, due to com
putational restrictions on the number of particles, we h
to use a larger truncation radius: in most of our size dis
bution experimentssmin = 0.1 m is used. As a special ca
also simulations with identical 5-m particles are repor
With a particle size distribution the volume density pro
depends on the relative vertical distributions of the differ
sized particles. In general, the velocity dispersion and
also the vertical scale height of the smaller particles exc
that of the largest ones, although the system is still far f
energy equipartition (Salo, 1992b). Some illustrative ex
ples of the studied particle distributions are given in Fig
while Tables 1 and 2 list the models used. In all dyna
cal experiments the system is evolved for at least 20 or
periods before a snapshot for photometric simulation is c
sen, to assure the attainment of a local steady-state pa
distribution. However, as a single snapshot is used from
simulation, some random noise is inevitably present, as s
for example, from the scatter in the effective vertical thi
ness values listed in Tables 1 and 2.

For comparison with previous literature, monolayer p
ticle distributions are also briefly studied. In the 2D case
method of random placement of particles becomes in
cient already for a rather lowτdyn, as overlaps are difficult t
handle. Instead of using lattice-based assignment, we c
to create monolayer models also with dynamical sim
tions. Even if there are overlaps in the initial distribution,
force method we use for impacts (Salo, 1995) rapidly le
to a steady-state with no overlaps between particles. A p
tical detail worth mentioning is that since dense 2D-syst
are very prone to axisymmetric overstability (Salo, 2001)
ready forτdyn ∼ 0.3, the radial size of the calculation regio
in these 2-dimensional simulations needs then to be s
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Fig. 2. Some examples of particle distributions used in photometric
culations. In the upper row a homogeneous system with volume de
D = 0.1 is shown, both as projected to the equatorial plane, and as
from the side, along the direction of the orbital motion. The model was
ated by randomly placing the particles to the calculation region, with
condition that no overlaps are allowed between particles or periodic im
particles. The two other examples are snapshots from dynamical sim
tions, using the Bridges et al.’s (1984) elasticity law to describe the inel
collisions. In all cases, just the innermost region of the particle field is
played, having a factor of 2.5 larger actual extent in both planar directi
In the case with the most extended size distribution used (s = 0.05–5 m),
the total number of particles is∼ 200000.

(say,Lx/s < 50) to suppress overstability and to assure
homogeneity of the monolayer model in the radial directi

3.2. Dynamical vs. photometric optical thickness

In the case of a vertically thick multilayer, withD → 0,
τdyn defined in Eq. (29) equals the normal photometric o
cal depthτphot, defined by the probabilityf = exp(−τphot)

for a perpendicular light ray to pass through the layer w
out being intercepted. In a case of a slanted path withµs =
sinBs the probability is exp(−τs), where τs = τphot/µs .
However, with a finite thickness layer,τphot generally ex-
Table 1
Particle distributions obtained from dynamical simulations: A- and B-r
models

τdyn
Size
rangea

Elasticityb D(0) H rangec
τphot

τdyn
Comment

0.4 5 vB 0.14 23.7 1.12 Fig. 17
0.4 0.5–5 vB 0.11 25.8–8.8 1.08 Fig. 17
0.4 0.1–5 vB 0.10 21.7–9.4 1.07 Fig. 17

1.25 5 vB 0.33 28.6 1.41 Figs. 8, 9, 16, 21
1.25 2–5 vB 0.33 26.1–14.3 1.38 Figs. 8, 9, 16
1.25 1–5 vB 0.33 23.3–9.8 1.28 Figs. 8, 9, 14, 16, 21
1.25 0.5–5 vB 0.34 21.5–8.4 1.27 Figs. 8, 9, 16, 17
1.25 0.2–5 vB 0.29 21.3–8.3 1.18 Figs. 8, 9, 14, 16, 21
1.25 0.1–5 vB 0.25 20.7–8.6 1.15 Figs. 8, 9, 14, 16, 17,
1.5d 0.05–5 vB 0.26 23.0–8.2 1.16 Figs. 9, 14, 15, 16, 1

1.25 0.1–5 4vB 0.23 32.8–9.3 1.16 Fig. 22
1.25 0.1–5 vB 0.25 20.7–8.6 1.15 Fig. 22
1.25 0.1–5 εn = 0.1 0.35 10.3–5.9 1.19 Fig. 22

a Lower and upper size limits (in meters) for a power-law size distri
tion with power-indexq = 3.

b The value of the scale factorvc in the velocity dependent elasticit
law, Eq. (30), or the value of the constant coefficient of restitution.vB =
0.0077 mm/s.

c Effective vertical thicknesses,H =
√

12〈z2〉, for the subgroups o
smallest and largest particles, defined by dividing the system into 6 l
rithmic size bins.

d Obtained by extending the simulation model with the size range f
0.1 to 5 m, by including additional nonoverlapping small particles with
same vertical dispersion as the smallest particles in the original distribu

Table 2
Particle distributions obtained from dynamical simulations:τdyn varieda

τdyn τphot τphot/τdyn D(0) H range (m) I (13◦)b I (155◦)c

Size distribution 0.1–5.0 m,q = 3
0.1 0.10 1.02 0.03 20.7–7.5 0.148 0.006
0.2 0.21 1.03 0.06 21.4–8.2 0.199 0.010
0.3 0.31 1.05 0.07 23.4–9.4 0.218 0.011
0.4 0.42 1.07 0.10 21.7–9.4 0.226 0.012
0.5 0.53 1.07 0.11 22.6–10.0 0.228 0.012
0.7 0.76 1.09 0.16 22.3–10.4 0.229 0.013
1.0 1.13 1.13 0.22 21.1–11.3 0.229 0.013
1.25 1.45 1.15 0.25 20.7–11.2 0.228 0.013
1.50 1.83 1.22 0.32 20.7–12.4 0.228 0.013
2.00 2.53 1.27 0.37 20.1–13.1 0.231 0.013
Identical 5.0 m
0.1 0.10 1.02 0.04 22.2 0.153 0.0060
0.2 0.21 1.05 0.07 23.1 0.213 0.0093
0.3 0.33 1.09 0.11 23.3 0.238 0.0107
0.4 0.45 1.12 0.14 23.7 0.251 0.0110
0.5 0.58 1.16 0.17 24.2 0.257 0.0112
0.7 0.85 1.22 0.23 24.4 0.266 0.0113
1.0 1.33 1.33 0.29 26.1 0.275 0.0110
1.25 1.76 1.41 0.33 28.2 0.279 0.011
1.50 2.21 1.47 0.36 30.3 0.281 0.010
2.00 3.14 1.57 0.41 35.3 0.283 0.010

a All simulations assume the Bridges et al. (1984) velocity depend
elasticity.

b I/F for Callisto phase function with albedoA = 0.5, for the same
geometry as in Fig. 11, left panel.

c For the geometry of Fig. 11, right panel.
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ceedsτdyn, as illustrated in Fig. 3 for vertically homog
neous systems. The case of a strict monolayer (H/s = 0)
is also shown, in which case the maximalτdyn = π/

√
12≈

0.907, corresponding toτphot≈ 2.374 (Hämeen-Anttila an
Vaaraniemi, 1975). In general, for the studied rangeD �
0.3, τ � 2, the photometricτ is enhanced by

(32)τphot/τdyn ≈ 1+ kD, with k = 1−1.5.

This is in good agreement with the enhancement facto
1/(1 −D) suggested by Esposito (1979). The same typ
dependence forτphot/τdyn holds also in the case of a vertic
distribution of identical particles, provided thatD is identi-
fied with the central plane volume densityD(0); however, in
the case of a size distributionτphot/τdyn is closer to unity, the
difference betweenτphot andτdyn decreasing with increasin
smax/smin (see Tables 1 and 2). For example, ifsmin = 0.1
thenk ≈ 0.7–1.0 forτdyn = 0.5–2.0.

In the case of a monolayer, the dependenceτs = τphot/µs
is not valid, the actual attenuation increasing more rap
with decreasingµs , as noted in Hämeen-Anttila and Vaa
niemi (1975). In fact, the effect is even stronger than s
gested by Eqs. (17), (18) in Hämeen-Anttila and Vaarani
(1975): for example,τphot(Bs = 90◦) = 1 actually corre-
sponds toτphot(Bs = 26◦)≈ 1.3, whereas their Table 1 give
1.08. However, with increased layer thickness thisBs depen-
dence becomes insignificant: already forH/s = 6 the nor-
mal photometric optical depths derived fromBs = 90◦ and
Bs = 26◦ agree within a few percent forτdyn < 2 (Fig. 3).
For even smallerBs larger differences might be possib
but this was not studied in the present work as due to a
small penetration probability a very largeNphot would be re-
quired.

In what follows we drop the subscript fromτphot but re-
tain its use inτdyn whenever the distinction is significa
(D> 0).

3.3. Indirect vs. direct Monte Carlo method

Figure 4 compares the angular distribution of scatte
obtained with direct and indirect MC methods. Differe
orders of scattering up to 5 are displayed, for a norm
illuminated uniform layer of Lambert-particles with dynam
ical optical depthτdyn = 0.5. Altogether 107 photons were
shot at a particle field composed of 10 000 particles, w
D = 10−3. The normal illumination was chosen in order
reduce the scatter in the direct method, as then the ave
over azimuth can be taken in obtaining the brightness in
ious latitude bins. TheI/F values with the indirect metho
were obtained from the same run, for 30 prechosen v
ing directions. Altogether, the agreement is excellent in b
the reflected (B > 0◦) and transmitted light (B < 0◦), for
all studied orders of scattering. Note the larger scatter in
(I/F )dir values even with the summing over azimuths.
the case of an arbitrary illumination direction, the azimut
bin-size would need to be comparable to the latitude bin-
(in this case 2◦), meaning that the scatter of results would
nt
e,

ious
Fig. 3. Relation between dynamical and photometric optical depths. The frame on the left shows the ratioτphot/τdyn for homogeneous systems with differe
vertical thicknesses, measured byH/s, whereH is the full thickness of the layer occupied by the particle centers ands is the radius of particles. In the middl
the same ratio is shown as a function of volume densityD, for τdyn = 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0. Also shown are linear fits,τphot/τdyn = 1+kD, with k = 1.0, 1.25, and
1.5. In all cases photometric optical depth is calculated for a path withBs = 90◦ . On the right, the normal photometric optical depth, deduced from var
slanted paths (τphot = τs/sinBs ) is illustrated, both for a monolayer model (H/s = 0), and for a moderately thin multilayerH/s = 6: only τdyn = 0.5 is

shown for the latter case, but, for example,τdyn = 1.5 yields a practically identical result. Error bars inτphot are calculated from(fNphot)
−0.5/sinBs , where

f is the fraction of photons passing through the system without being intercepted.
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th
e

Fig. 4. Comparison of the direct vs. indirect method. A homogeneous system withτphot≈ τdyn = 0.5 andD = 0.001 is perpendicularly illuminated (B ′ = 90◦)

with Nphot = 107 photons. In the direct method, escaping photons are sampled with 2◦ bins in the observing elevationB, averaged over the whole azimu
range. Lambert surface-element scattering was used with albedoA= 1, and contributions from different orders of scatterings (k) are shown separately. Larg
boxes stand for the indirect method and dots for the direct method. Solid curves indicate the theoretical single scattered (k = 1) flux forD = 0 (Eqs. (33)).
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crease by a typical factor of(360◦/2◦)1/2 ≈ 10. On the other
hand, the obtained(I/F )indir would be practically indistin-
guishable from that in the figure already forNphot∼ 105.

The large reduction of uncertainty obtained with the
direct method is further illustrated in Fig. 5, forB ′ = 45◦
illumination angle, and 10◦ × 10◦ collection bins in the di-
rect method. Fig. 5 also confirms the validity of the statisti
error estimates given by Eqs. (14) and (18), by compa
them with the standard deviation ofI/F obtained in ten
separate runs with different seeds for the random num
generator. The increased relative error for small|B| results
from the small number of photons escaping to low eleva
angles (direct method) or being able to contribute to the
in the registration direction (indirect method). The increa
fractional error for smallB indicates that in the applica
tions to ground-based photometry of Saturn’s rings, a typ
number of> 105 photons is needed to assure a relative ac
racy better than about 1% forB ∼ 6◦, even with the indirec
method. On the other hand, in order to get a sufficient
olution for comparison with observation, the bin-size in
direct method should be even smaller than adopted here
at most 1◦ × 1◦), making the required number of photo
excessively large (∼ 108) for a similar accuracy. Therefor
from here on all Monte Carlo calculations are carried
with the indirect method.

Besides including a sufficient number of photons, ad
tional caution is needed in calculation of viewing or illum
nation angles near zero, due to the long slanted paths thr
system. For a homogeneous square-shaped region of id
,

h
i-

cal particles,

H/Lx = 4

3
√
πD

τ1.5
dynN

−0.5.

For example, the total vertical thickness of the particle fi
in Fig. 4 corresponds toH/s = 670, while even withN =
104 particles its extent in the horizontal direction is on
Lx/s = 250. In order to assure that a path with, say|B| = 6◦
is completely covered,Nbox = H/(Lx tanB) ≈ 25 replicas
of the actual simulation box are needed in every direct
Otherwise, in the direct method a photon can escape (o
ter, if B ′ < 90◦) the system through the vertical borde
or a contribution of scattering can be registered before
certain that no intervening particles would be found (in
indirect method). The use of too few replicas of the act
region will lead in all cases to an artificial brightening. F
example, in the case of Fig. 4 the use ofNbox = 5 or 10 repli-
cas would yield an erroneously enhancedIss, by factors of
2 and 1.3, respectively, forB = 6◦. However, since in prac
tice only a very small fraction of photons will ever trav
through several replicas, elimination of this problem w
the inclusion of an appropriate number of particle repli
is not very CPU-time consuming. In this respect the form
lation in terms of image photons instead of image partic
(see Section 2) is very useful, as there is no need to store
huge number of image particle positions.

Additional tests with different numbers of particles in t
actual simulation region indicate that the results are not
sitive toN for the used particle fields withN > 103–104. For
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d (18) are
om number
ed. La
Fig. 5. Check of the validity of the error estimates. The same particle field as studied in Fig. 4 was illuminated fromB ′ = 45◦, and viewed from various
elevations. The azimuthal difference in viewing and illumination wasθ − θ ′ = 10◦ . The upper row shows results from MC-simulations with 104 and 105

photons; in the direct method 10◦ × 10◦ bin-size has been used. In the lower frames the error estimates from a single run according to Eqs. (14) an
shown with dashed lines, and compared with the actual RMS-difference in a series of 10 simulations performed with different seeds of the rand
generator (symbols). Note the much larger error in the direct method as compared to the indirect method, even for the very large collection bin usmbert
element’s reflection law has been used andA= 1 is assumed.
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smallN the discreteness of the particle field may beco
evident in some cases, especially for smallB andB ′, as the
scattering will then depend strongly on the few outerm
particles on the illuminated side of the system. The prob
is also most pronounced in the case of size distribution
the number of largest particles is necessarily fairly small
the used power-law. However, in the present case of sys
with planar homogeneity, the effect of discreteness ca
significantly reduced by rotating the particle field random
between each new photon path (in practice, the illumina
and viewing azimuths are rotated). This procedure is app
in most of the subsequent plots.

A final point to consider is the accuracy of the search
photon path-particle intersections: for smallD the distances
traveled between intersections can be large compared to
ticle dimensions. Therefore double precision is used in
search. This is especially important when using the sur
elements’ reflection law, where the distribution of inters
tion points needs to be accurately sampled on the par
surfaces.

3.4. The effect of nonzero volume density

In the classicalD → 0 case, when the particles are se
rated by large distances as compared to their size (so th
far-field approximation is valid), the single scattering co
s

-

e

ponents of the reflected and transmitted radiation are g
by (van de Hulst, 1980)(
Iss

F

)
refl

= AP(α)µ0

4(µ+µ0)

(
1− exp[−τ (1/µ+ 1/µ0)]

)
,

(33)

(
Iss

F

)
trans

=




AP(α)µ0

4(µ−µ0)

(
exp[−τ/µ] − exp[−τ/µ0]

)
,

(µ �= µ0)
AP(α)τ

4µ0
exp[−τ/µ0], (µ= µ0)

Here the factorτpath= τ (1/µ + 1/µ0) represents the tota
optical path of a reflected ray, withµ0 = |sinB ′| andµ =
|sinB|. These theoretical curves for single scattering w
also displayed in Fig. 4. Clearly the studied valueD = 0.001
is small enough to approximate well the classical limit. T
only differences are seen nearB = B ′ = 90◦, where the sim-
ulated single scattered flux exceeds the theoretical one
is due to the well-known opposition brightening, addres
in detail in the next section.

In the case of largerD other differences appear (Fig. 6
the reflected overall intensity increasing withD. This is due
to enhanced singly scattered flux and is most pronoun
nearB = 0◦. Similarly, transmitted singly scattered radiati
is strongly reduced nearB = 0◦. This behavior is not ac
counted for by the enhancedτ/τdyn studied in Fig. 3, which
has only a small influence forτ ∼ 1. Rather, the behavior a
low viewing angles follows from the fact that only certa
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ed with
the
Fig. 6. The effect of nonzero volume densityD on the brightness of a perpendicularly illuminated homogeneous system. Lambert reflection is us
A = 0.5. The singly (SS) and multiply (MS) scattered components are shown separately, withItot = Ims + Iss. The dashed and solid curves indicate
theoreticalIss for D = 0, both forτ = 1.0 and 1.5. The formerτ value corresponds to the usedτdyn, while the latter value equals the photometricτ for
D = 0.2, τdyn = 1.0 according to Fig. 3. Note that theI/F scales for reflected intensities do not start from zero.
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portions of the finite sized particles are visible. For exa
ple, when the system is viewed from the sunlit side at a v
low elevation angle, mainly the illuminated upper surfa
of the outermost particles are seen, enhancing the re
tion. Similarly, when viewed from the opposite side, parti
hemispheres predominantly in the shadow are visible. S
the total geometric thickness decreases with increasinD

(H/s = 4/3 τdyn/D), this contribution of outermost particl
layers increases withD. The increase nearB = 90◦ cor-
responds to the opposition brightening which extends
larger angular region whenD is increased. In contrast t
single scattering, the multiply scattered flux is less affec
being reduced nearB = 0◦, both for reflected and transmi
ted radiation. Other experiments withτ � 2 also indicate
that the typical brightening in the reflected radiation depe
rather weakly onτ . Altogether, the fractional increase in th
singly scattered reflected radiation forτ ∼ 1 amounts (at in-
termediate elevations outside the opposition peak regio
about

(34)
Iss(D)

Iss(D = 0)
≈ 1+ 2D for B ′ = 90◦,

in the studied case of a homogeneous system compos
equal-sized particles. This agrees well with the study of P
toniemi and Lumme (1992) who found about 50% incre
in the brightness of a normally illuminated layer of rou
particles whenD was changed from 0.1 to 0.4.
-

f

The studied case of exactly perpendicular illumination
naturally a very special one. However, a qualitatively sim
overall enhancement of reflectedIss is seen also in the cas
of slanted illumination (Fig. 7), except that the brighten
seen nearB = 0◦ in Fig. 6 is now more prominent on th
viewing azimuths opposite to illumination,φ − φ′ ∼ 180◦,
corresponding to large phase-angle. Also, asB ′ decreases
the reduction ofIms seen nearB = 0◦ in Fig. 6 becomes
more pronounced. Since the largeα reflection is dominated
by multiply scattering ( for the studied backscattering La
bert case withA = 0.5), the total effect of largeD is to
reduce the large phase angle brightness for smallB ’s. At the
same time the lowα brightness remains enhanced, due
opposition brightening of singly scattered component. F
ther, more realistic examples of low elevation angle res
are shown in the next sections, where the calculations
compared to ground-based and Voyager observations.

It is also of interest to check whether allowing for
nonuniform vertical density profile and particle size dis
bution will affect the brightening due to nonzero volum
density. For these comparisons dynamical simulation
are used. In principle, it may be expected that when tak
into account the vertical distribution, the system will ha
a smaller effectiveD when viewed with lowB as com-
pared to larger elevations, when the densest inner part
better visible. However, when limiting to identical particle
the effect of the vertical profile turns out to be rather we
reducing somewhat the brightness increase nearB = 0◦ in
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w),
a
ely
bert
Fig. 7. The brightness change of a homogeneous system withτdyn = 1,D = 0.1 in comparison toD → 0, shown separately for singly scattered (upper ro
multiply scattered (middle) and total reflected radiation (lowermost row). Three cases of oblique illumination withB ′ = 60◦, 20◦ and 8◦ are compared, as
function of observing elevationB and azimuth with respect to illumination,φ − φ′ . OnlyB > 0 is shown as the behavior of transmitted light is qualitativ
similar to that in Fig. 6, with no strongφ − φ′ dependence. Note the logarithmic scale ofB, chosen to emphasize the low elevation angle behavior. Lam
reflection is used withA = 0.5. Contours corresponding to reduced brightness are shown by dashed lines. The multiply scattered fluxes forD = 0 were
constructed from runs withD = 0.10 andD = 0.01, by Ims(D = 0) = Ims(D = 0.01) − 0.01/0.09 × (Ims(D = 0.10) − Ims(D = 0.01)). The CPU time
consumption (with 2.2 GHz Pentium processor and Linux/g77 compiler) was about 10 s/direction/5 × 105 photons, forN = 104 particles. ForD = 0.01 the
CPU-consumption is about 2-fold as compared toD = 0.1, due to larger physical thickness.
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Fig. 6. On the other hand, when a particle size distribu
is also taken into account the situation changes significa
(Fig. 8). As mentioned above, in dynamical simulations
smaller particles typically occupy a thicker vertical lay
than the largest ones, corresponding to several times th
ameter of the largest particles (see Fig. 9, upper frame,
Table 1). This partial segregation of particle sizes incre
the vertical gradient of the volume density. Also, the ‘e
velope’ formed by the small particles will effectively he
to hide the inner dense portions of the system. The effe
particle size distribution on the brightness forB ′ = 90◦ is
studied in Fig. 8, for different widths of a power-law distri
ution. As the distribution is extended to smaller and sma
sizes, the brightness peak nearB = 0◦ seen in the case o
homogeneous systems gradually disappears. Also the
all brightening as compared toD = 0 is reduced, and th
opposition peak gets increasingly narrow. However, even
-

-

the largest size range studied,smax/smin = 100, the overal
intensity stays significantly higher than it would be in t
case of a thick multilayer with the sameτ (approximated by
theDuni = 0.001 case in Fig. 8).

The lower frame in Fig. 9 illustrates the qualitative reas
for the elevation angle dependence, by showing the rela
between the local volume densityD(z = z0) and the cumu
lative optical depthτ (z > z0) when the system is traverse
from z0 = ∞ → −∞. Esposito’s formulaτphot/τdyn = (1−
D(z))−1 was used in construction ofτ (z > z0) (see the fig-
ure caption). For example, with aB = 6◦ viewing elevation
τ/sinB attains unity already for a layer whereD ≈ 0.03
when the size distribution extends from 0.1 to 5 m, while
the case of identical particles, the same optical depth w
be attained in a layer withD ≈ 0.1. Consequently the photo
metric behavior of the system with a size distribution can
expected to resemble that of a much smaller effectiveD for a
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of
Fig. 8. The effect of size-distribution on the brightness of a perpendicularly illuminated system. The combined singly scattered and multiply scattered fluxes
(Lambert scattering withA= 0.5) are shown for the size distribution models of Fig. 9, and compared with the homogeneousDuni = 10−3 ≈ 0 model for the
sameτdyn = 1.25. Theτdyn = 1.5 model with the most extended distributions = 0.05–5.0 m is not shown: in reflected light it would fall almost on top
smin = 0.1 m model, while in the transmitted light the largerτ would lead to somewhat smallerI/F .
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system of identical particles, although they have practic
the same dynamicalD (the filling factors at the central plan
are in the range 0.33→ 0.25, forsmax/smin = 1 → 50). This
modification in the effective photometric behavior in t
case of size distribution will have importance when grou
based and Voyager observations are interpreted in Secti

3.5. Spherical-particle scattering laws

All the above calculations have been performed ass
ing Lambert’s law for surface element’s reflection law, p
viding in itself a useful first approximation for the phot
metric behavior of predominantly back-scattering ring pa
cles (anisotropy parameterg = −4/9 for Lambert-spheres
However, to be able to model more general photometric
havior, and to be able to compare to previous literat
other scattering laws are needed. The scattering prope
of individual particles are typically specified in terms of t
effective spherical-particle scattering law, which cannot g
erally be expressed in terms of surface element’s reflec
law. Nevertheless in the case of Lambert surfaces we
test the error introduced by replacing the surface elem
law with the corresponding Lambert-sphere phase func
Eq. (28). This is studied in Fig. 10, comparing the use
the particle center and the scattering point as the origi
the post-scattering photon path segment. In the caseD → 0
both these choices yield identical results compared to u
the surface element’s reflection law. However, for finiteD,
the use of the intersection point is clearly a better appr
.

s

mation, judged by the good agreement with the exact sur
element law. Even forD = 0.1 the overall differences in th
reflected radiation are typically less than a few percen
the intersection point is used: largest differences are se
B → 0◦ where the intersection point method overestima
the increase in reflectedIss. For the same region, the partic
center method fails completely to reproduce the enhan
reflectedIss, as well as the attenuation of the transmittedIss.
Most importantly, the opposition brightening is accurat
reproduced when using the intersection point, in contra
using particle centers, in which case it is almost absent.

The qualitative reason for the failure of the particle cen
method is easy to understand, remembering the domina
role of outermost particle layers in the case of geometric
thin systems. At lowB > 0 the centers of the uppermost pa
ticles are much more effectively shielded from viewing th
their upper, illuminated hemispheres: the emerging sin
scattered photon is thus more prone to be intercepte
other particles than what it would be if emerging from t
scattering point, leading to a strong attenuation of reflec
single scattering. Similarly, the transmitted singly scatter
is increased for small|B|, as the particle centers are no
more easily visible than the upper, illuminated hemisphe
No such shift of photon location is present in the inters
tion point method, and the opposite, much weaker tren
Iss for small |B| follows from the slightly incorrect sam
pling of the surface elements’ scattering law: for exam
for B > 0, too much weight is given to photons scatte
near the centers of the illuminated hemispheres, as thes
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Fig. 9. In the upper frame the effective vertical thicknessH as a function of particle size is shown for the studied size distribution models. The eff
value for different size bins is calculated byH =

√
12〈z2〉bin, based on the formula〈z2〉 = H2/12 valid for a vertically homogeneous layer with a to

thicknessH . In each case the minimum and maximum particle sizes are indicated, while the power-law indexq = 3. Except for the case withsmin = 0.05 m,
all distributions are taken from dynamical simulations withτdyn = 1.25, after 20 orbital periods, when the collisional steady-state has been establish
the case ofsmin = 0.05 m, the distribution has been created by adding particles to the simulation withs = 0.1–5 m: the size distribution of these extra partic
extends smoothly the power-law of the original particles, and the vertical dispersion assigned to them follows that of the smallest 10% of the partes in the
original distribution. This extrapolation is justified by the trend in different simulations with decreasingsmin. For a power-law withq = 3, the extension ofsmin
from 0.1 to 0.05 m increasesτdyn from 1.25 to 1.5. The Bridges’s et al. (1984) elasticity law has been assumed, and the upper limit of the size distrib
fixed to 5 m. The simulations were performed fora = 100000 km but there is little difference in theH/s for othera’s. In the lower frame the relation betwee
the volume density and optical depth is shown for the models of the upper row. This was constructed by tabulating separately the functionsD(z) andτz(z),
where the latter describes the total photometric optical depth of particles withzi > z, estimated by

∫ ∞
z n(z′)〈πs2〉z′ (1−D(z′))−1dz′, wheren(z′) is the total

number density, andπ〈s2〉 the number-averaged geometric cross section at the heightz′. Vertical lines, from the left to right, indicate whereτz(z)/sinBs
equals unity, forBs = 6◦ andBs = 26◦, respectively.
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not so likely to be attenuated. The opposition brightening
the other hand results mainly from the nearly identical p
ton paths before and after the scattering: this symmet
broken in the case of particle-center method, but is reta
for the intersection point method. From here on, all exp
iments with non-Lambert scattering are performed with
intersection point method.

As a further test of our treatment of spherical-parti
phase functions we applied our method to isotropic sca
ing, Piso = 1, in which case analytical results for the co
bined single and multiple scattered intensity are availab
the classical limitD → 0 (Chandrasekhar, 1960),

(I/F )refl = µ0

4(µ+µ0)
A

[
X(µ)X(µ0)− Y (µ)Y (µ0)

]
,

(35)

(I/F )trans= µ0

4(µ−µ0)
A

[
Y (µ)X(µ0)−X(µ)Y (µ0)

]
,

whereX = X(A, τ) andY = Y (A, τ) are Chandrasekhar
functions, tabulated, e.g., in Sobouti (1963) and van de H
(1980). From these the multiply scattered component
be separated by subtracting the single scattering cont
tions given by Eqs. (33). Comparisons withD = 10−3 indi-
cate excellent agreement with theoretical values, while
nonzeroD similar brightening in reflected light and redu
tion of transmission is seen as for the Lambert-case stu
in Fig. 6.

In the next section we will use the power-law scatter
function introduced in Dones et al. (1993) in comparis
to observations. Fig. 11 checks the results with the pre
MC method in comparison to those in Dones et al. (
their Figs. 11 and 12), calculated for observing geome
in the Voyager images for small and large solar phase
gles (α = 13.2◦ and 155.3◦). The phase function used he
(n = 3.09 in Eq. (27)) corresponds closely to the behav
of Callisto, being more backscattering than the Lambert
(g = −0.55 as compared tog = −0.44). Besides theD = 0
case studied in Dones et al., the changes due to con
nonzeroD are also indicated for someτ values: see also Ta
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Fig. 10. Comparison between using Lambert elements’ reflection law and Lambert-sphere phase function, both for continuing the postscattering photon path
from the particle center or from the intersection point. A homogeneous system withD = 0.1, τdyn = 1,A= 0.5 is studied.

Fig. 11. Comparison of Monte Carlo calculations to Figs. 11 and 12 in Dones et al. (1993). The Callisto phase function (= Eq. (27) withn= 3.09, see Dones
et al.) is used, andA= 0.5. Lines are traced from Dones et al., while boxes stand for the present calculations withD ≈ 0, τ ≈ τdyn = 1. Crosses indicate a few
additional calculations withD = 0.1. In the calculation of Saturn’s illumination, the mean ofI/F obtained by using the red- and blue-band Saturn models in
Dones et al. is shown. The lowα (13.2◦) curves haveB = 12.8◦ andB ′ = 8◦, while for largeα (155.3◦), B = 9.7◦ andB ′ = 3.9◦.
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Table 3
Fractional brightness change in low and highα simulations,a in comparison to homogeneousD = 0.001 models for the sameτdyn

Case SS(13◦) MS(13◦) TOT(13◦) SS(155◦) MS(155◦) TOT(155◦)

τdyn = 0.10,D = 0.1 19% −24% 19% 13% −30% −28%
τdyn = 0.25,D = 0.1 22% −12% 22% 13% −20% −19%
τdyn = 0.50,D = 0.1 21% −10% 20% 12% −18% −17%
τdyn = 1.00,D = 0.1 20% −8% 20% 12% −18% −17%
τdyn = 2.00,D = 0.1 20% −9% 19% 12% −18% −17%

τdyn = 1.25, 5 m 35% −4% 34% 17% −18% −16%
τdyn = 1.25, 2.0–5 m 29% 1% 28% 13% −10% −9%
τdyn = 1.25, 1.0–5 m 22% 6% 21% 6% −5% −5%
τdyn = 1.25, 0.5–5 m 18% 7% 18% 6% 1% 1%
τdyn = 1.25, 0.2–5 m 13% 8% 13% 3% 2% 2%
τdyn = 1.25, 0.1–5 m 10% 7% 10% 1% 2% 2%
same,b εn = 0.1 21% 11% 20% 3% −6% −6%

τdyn = 0.4, 0.1–5 m 9% 4% 9% 3% 0% 0%

a The values ofB andB ′ are the same as in Fig. 11.
b Except for this model, the Bridges et al. (1984) velocity dependent elasticity is assumed.
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ble 3 where the brightness changes as compared toD = 0
are listed. For small phase angles single scattering d
nates, and accordingly a nonzeroD will lead to an enhance
brightness, which forD = 0.1 amounts to about 20%. Fo
comparison, Dones et al. (1989) report a single-scatte
enhancement by 1.65 for a monolayer model, which i
good agreement with the factor 1.6 we find for a monolaye
with τphot = 1.0. On the other hand, large phase angle
havior is dominated by multiple scattering, and a nonz
D will reduce the ring brightness, by about 15–20%
D = 0.1. For τdyn = 0.1 even stronger reduction ofIms is
obtained, resulting from the almost monolayer nature im
cated byD = 0.1 in this case. Altogether the modificatio
of nonzeroD found here are similar to those in Fig. 7 f
a Lambert phase function. However, with an extended
distribution the increase in the lowα brightness is signif
icantly reduced (see Table 3). Also, the multiply scatte
contribution at highα approaches the classicalD = 0 level
as the width of the distribution increases. This low vs. h
α behavior is studied in more detail in Section 4.3.

Also shown in Fig. 11 are contributions from Satur
illumination, both from Dones et al. (1993) and from o
present calculations. We also verified the correct ring
gitude dependence of Saturn shine, by checking our ca
lations against Fig. 13 in Dones et al. Saturn-shine is
considered further in the present study, concentrating on
servational comparisons in cases where it plays only an
significant role. It will be included in paper II in the analys
of the azimuthal asymmetry for a wider range of observ
geometries.

4. Applications to Saturn’s rings

We next apply our MC method to the photometric b
havior of Saturn’s rings. Our main goal is to check whet
the moderately flattened, large volume density models
dicted by dynamical simulations are consistent with the
effect, i.e., the brightening of the B-ring with an increa
ing elevation angle (Camichel, 1958), and the opposi
effect, i.e., the strong increase in the ring brightness
phase angles less than a few degrees (Irvine, 1966; Bo
1970). Previous detailed studies (Lumme and Irvine, 19
Esposito and Lumme, 1977) suggest that classical multil
models (D = 0) can account for the tilt effect in the B-rin
as well as for its absence in the A-ring, by the larger amo
of multiple scattering in the B-ring. Similarly, Lumme
al. (1983) showed that the opposition brightening is m
naturally accounted for by the enhanced single scatte
contribution near the zero solar phase angle, due to th
duced amount of mutual shadowing between particles. S
the angular width of the predicted opposition peak depe
sensitively on the volume density, the opposition effect
a very strong observational constraint on the effective
ume filling factor, and thus, also on the vertical extent of
rings. Especially, Lumme et al. (1983) also argued that
intrinsic opposition effect for the particles themselves can
replace the shadowing effect (except in the unlikely situa
that the observed phase curve corresponds exactly to th
gle particle phase function). The derived smallD ≈ 0.02 for
the B-ring (Lumme et al., 1983), which corresponds to a
tical ring thickness of∼ 50 particle radii forτ ∼ 1, seems to
be in clear contradiction with our dynamical models of S
tion 3. On the other hand, strict monolayer models (Häme
Anttila and Pyykko, 1972; Hämeen-Anttila and Vaaranie
1975), although allowing the tilt effect, cannot account
the opposition behavior without an intrinsic opposition pe
for the particles. It is thus of considerable interest to ch
what is the photometric behavior of the dynamical mod
sketched in Section 3, falling between these two extrem
Besides calculating the photometric implications of th
dynamical models, we also briefly check that our met
can reproduce the main results of the previous studies.
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4.1. Opposition brightening

Theoretical arguments (Irvine, 1966) suggest that
maximum increase in the single scattered component i
a factor of 2 at the exact opposition, and that signific
brightening takes place over an angular rangeα ∼D. To get
a quantitative picture, we have performed MC calculati
with D ranging from 0.004 to 0.1. We start by assumin
homogeneous layer of particles, withτdyn = 0.4 and 1.0,
the values which have been used to represent Saturn
and B-rings in previous studies (Lumme and Irvine, 19
Esposito and Lumme, 1977; Lumme et al., 1983). In ac
dance with the analysis of ground-based observations we
B = B ′, so that the variation in solar phase angle is due to
azimuthal difference in illumination and viewing. Two el
vation angles,B = 6◦ and 26◦, represent the range for whic
ground-based photometry has been analyzed in previou
erature.

Figure 12 displays the ratio of simulated singly scatte
flux to the theoretical one forD = 0 (Eq. (33)), as a function
of α for variousB,τ combinations. Also shown is the the
retical enhancement ratio. According to Lumme and Bow
(1981), the inclusion of shadowing yields

(36)
I = 2p1φp(α)φs(α, µ̄, τ,D)

µ0
,

F µ+µ0
wherep1 is the geometric albedo of particles andφp is the
particle phase-function, normalized to unity atα = 0. The
shadowing functionφs is calculated by (Lumme and Bowe
1981)

φs(α, µ̄, τ,D)= xex

1∫
t0

t2x−1e−xt dt,

x = − ln(1−D)

1.19 sin(α)
≈ D

1.19 sin(α)
,

(37)t0 = exp
(−τ/(xµ̄)),

where µ̄ = 2µµ0/(µ + µ0) is the harmonic mean of th
sines of the illumination and observation elevations: ob
vations at slightly differentµ andµ0 are usually reduce
to this representative value. These formulas were origin
derived in Lumme and Bowell (1981) for arbitrary shap
nonidentical particles: in the above form they apply to id
tical spherical particles (Lumme et al., 1983). In the lim
τ/µ̄ → ∞, t0 → 0 and the integral yieldsφs(α = 0◦) = 1,
whereasφs → 0.5 asα � 0◦.

In terms ofP(α) (Lumme and Irvine, 1976),

(38)p1φp(α)=AP(α)/4,
rves have

Fig. 12. Opposition brightening of singly scattered radiation. Results of MC simulations for homogeneous systems withD = 0.004, 0.02 and 0.1 are shown for
differentB andτdyn combinations, together with the theoretical model by Lumme and Bowell (1981) (curves represent Eq. (39)). Simulation phase cu
been scaled byD ≈ − log(1−D) to make it easier to compare differentD’s to the theoretical curve: the horizontal scale corresponds to 1.15◦, 5.7◦, and 30◦,
for D = 0.004, 0.02, and 0.1, respectively. The values of path optical depths marked in the plots are calculated byτpath= 2τdyn/sinB ′, thus corresponding to
D = 0. The effect of using the actual photometricτpath for D = 0.1 (= 2.04 instead of 1.82) is indicated by the dashed line in theτdyn = 0.4,B = 26◦ case,
where the difference is most significant.
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Fig. 13. On the left: the maximum amplitude of opposition brightening of singly scattered radiation as a function ofτpath. The results of MC simulations o

Fig. 12 forα = 0◦ are compared to Lumme–Bowell formula, predictingEmax=E(α = 0)= Iss(α = 0,D �= 0)/Iss(α = 0,D = 0)= 2(1+ exp(−τpath/2)
−1.

A few additional cases withτdyn = 0.25,B = 26◦ andB = 50◦ are also included, to extend the comparisons to lowerτpath. On the right, the theoretical an
simulated widthw of the opposition peak are compared:w is defined byE(w)−1= (Emax−1)/2. Solid ticks on the right axis also mark the width calcula
from Hapke’s (1986) formula for a semi-infinite layer of particles. In this plot, the actualτpathcalculated from simulatedτphot, and the exact logarithmic facto
are used in theoretical formulas.
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so that combining Eqs. (37) and (36) with Eq. (33) indica
enhanced single scattering

E(α, µ̄, τ,D)≡ E(x, τ/µ̄)= I/F (D)

I/F (D = 0)

(39)= 2φs(x, τ/µ̄)

1− exp(−τpath)
,

corresponding to a 2-fold maximum increase in exact op
sition for τpath→ ∞. According to Fig. 12, the agreeme
of Iss with the Lumme–Bowell formula is very good in a
cases, including those whereτpath is moderately small. Es
pecially, theD-dependence is fairly accurately described
the studied rangeD < 0.1. Also, the multiply scattered con
tribution near opposition is practically unaltered by differ
D’s, in agreement with Esposito (1979).

Figure 13 studies in more detail the dependence of m
mal opposition enhancement onτpath (= 2τ/µ̄). In the limit
α/D → 0, while keepingτ/µ̄ finite, one hast0 → 1 and the
Eq. (37) impliesφs → 1− exp(τ/µ̄), indicating

(40)Emax= 2

1+ exp(−τpath/2)

for any nonzeroD. This formula seems to be very accurat
valid even forτpath∼ 1, when the enhancement is only abo
20%. This figure also compares the simulated and theore
angular width of the opposition peak, evaluated numeric
l

from Eq. (37), likewise indicating a fairly good agreeme
for all studiedτpath values. Note that in the extreme ca
studied,τdyn = 0.25, so thatH/s is only about 3 forD =
0.1.

In Lumme et al. (1983) the above formulas (Eqs. (
and (37)) for single scattered flux were applied in fitting
observed phase curves of Saturn’s B-ring at various el
tion angles, and it was found that a homogeneous multil
model withD = 0.02 andτ > 1 gave a satisfactory fit fo
the whole rangeB = 6◦–26◦. Additionally, the estimated
amount of multiple scattering yielded a set of accepta
combinations of asymmetry parametersg and single-particle
albedosA. In Fig. 14 (upper row) we use one of the
nal models in Lumme et al. (1983) (their model A assu
ing a Henyey–Greenstein phase function withg = −0.30,
A= 0.92), together with their observations in the red ba
In agreement with Lumme et al. (1983) the observed st
ness of phase curve corresponds fairly well toD = 0.02,
for both studied values ofB, while, for example,D = 0.1
would make the opposition peak much too extended. On
other hand, even withD = 0.02 we have a disagreement b
tween our calculated overallI/F level and observations fo
B = 26◦: we return to this in the next section addressing
tilt-effect in more detail. In the case of a strict monola
model the brightness would stay practically constant o
the studiedα range.
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Fig. 14. In the uppermost row homogeneous systems with differentD’s are compared to the observed B-ring phase curves. The observational curv
B ′ = B = 6◦ and 26◦ are constructed from Lumme et al. (1983) Eqs. (4), (5) and Table IIb, usingIEZ/F = 0.68 for the calibration of the brightness o
Saturn’s equatorial zone in the red (λ = 620 nm, Lumme and Reitsema, 1978). The assumed albedo(A = 0.92) and phase function (Henyey–Greenste
law with g = −0.3) correspond to model A in Lumme et al. (1983), andτdyn = 1. In the two lower rows size distribution models with increasing width
compared (τdyn = 1.25, except for the last model for whichτdyn = 1.5). The albedo is the same as in the homogeneous models, whileg = −0.35.
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Is there a way to make highD preferred by dynamica
models consistent with the observed opposition effect
principle, the vertical profile might help to reduce the wid
of the opposition peak for low elevation angle observatio
as the scattering will occur mainly on the upper layers w
smallerD than in the central plane. However, in itself this
fect is too weak to modify significantly the opposition pea
For example, taking theτdyn = 1.25 run with identical 5-m
particles, withD(0) = 0.33 (Table 1), yields forB = 6◦ a
phase curve which is fairly close to theDuni = 0.1 curve in
Fig. 12, whereas forB = 26◦ it would be much flatter, clos
to that one would obtain forDuni = 0.33. Consequently, th
vertical distribution alone seems not to be able to accoun
the observed steepness of opposition brightening in the
of dense rings.

On the other hand, as shown in the previous section
extended size distribution is much more effective in sh
ing the photometric behavior to resemble that with lowerD.
The two lowermost rows in Fig. 14 apply the size distr
ution models of the previous section, and indeed, when
size range is sufficiently extended (0.05 to 5 m), a very g
fit to observations on bothB values is achieved. In this figur
a Henyey–Greenstein function withg = −0.35 was used
chosen with the purpose of fitting the brightness level of
curve in the last frame with observations. A similar reas
able fit can be obtained with the Callisto phase function
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turn’s
(4),
Fig. 15. The most extended size distribution model (s = 0.05–5 m,τdyn = 1.5) of Fig. 14 is compared to the observed red and blue phase curves of Sa
B-ring. The observational curves for red are the same as in Fig. 14, and the curves for blue (λ= 430 nm, Lumme and Reitsema, 1978) are also from Eqs.
(5) and Table IIb in Lumme et al. (1983), usingIEZ/F = 0.26. Models assume the Callisto phase function.
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Fig. 15 the most extended size distribution model of Fig
is compared to observations (Lumme et al., 1983) in both
and blue. Although no specific attempt was made to ded
any set of bestg andA combinations, the overall agreeme
is fairly good. Thus at least in principle the observed op
sition effect of Saturn’s rings could be interpreted as aris
from mutual shadowing, without any contradiction betwe
dynamical and photometric assumptions. The requirem
for this is that the size distribution extends to about 0.05
for a particle elasticity close to that of the Bridges et
(1984) formula.

It is of interest to compare the effect of the size dis
bution on the width of the opposition peak,w, with the
treatment of semi-infinite particle layers in Hapke (198
according to which

(41)tan(w/2)= ne(1)〈σ 〉〈r〉
2

,

(42)ne = −n log(1−D)/D,

where〈σ 〉 is the number averaged scattering cross-sec
of particles,〈r〉 = √〈σ 〉/π , n is the number density of part
cles, whilene is the effective number density for extinctio
when taking into account the finite volume density. Th
quantities are to be evaluated at the layer where the
optical depth calculated according to Eq. (42) equals u
(ne = ne(1)). Insertingn = D/〈V 〉, where〈V 〉 is the aver-
age volume of particles, yields

(43)w/D ≈ 2 tan(w/2)

− log(1−D)
= 〈σ 〉〈r〉

〈V 〉 = 3

4

〈s2〉1.5

〈s3〉 .

In the case of identical particles this givesw/D ≈ 3/4,
whereas in the general casew/D depends on the form of th
size distribution at the depth of effective scatteringτs ≈ 1. In
t

Hapke (1986) the functionY = 〈s2〉1.5/〈s3〉 was tabulated
for different power-law size distributions, as a function
Ws = smax/smin. Especially, forq = 3,

Y =
√

2(log(Ws))
1.5Ws

(Ws − 1)(W2
s − 1)0.5

(44)= YHapke× W2
s

(Ws − 1)(W2
s − 1)0.5

,

where a correction factor has been added to Hapke’s t
lated valueYHapke, valid for the limitWs � 1.

In Fig. 16 the simulated width of the opposition peak
compared to Eq. (43), using the size distribution runs w
Ws = 1–100, and comparing both the cases withB = B ′ =
6◦ andB = B ′ = 26◦. In the left-hand frame the angul
width of the opposition peak is shown normalized by a co
mon valueD = 0.3 (close to the typical value ofD(z = 0)
in these runs), to emphasize the absolute trend ofw vs.Ws ,
as well as the large difference betweenB = 6◦ and 26◦.
Although forB = 26◦ the simulatedw/D is close to tha
predicted by Eq. (44), forB = 6◦ the actual width is much
smaller. A more appropriate comparison is made in the ri
hand frame, usingD’s evaluated at the depth where t
slant optical depth is unity. ForB = 26◦ these vary be
tweenD = 0.15–0.28, while forB = 6◦, D = 0.021–0.095.
These are very similar to values indicated by Fig. 9,
though for consistency, we have now used Hapke’s form
Eq. (42), which corresponds toτphot/τdyn ≈ 1 + 0.5D, in-
stead ofτphot/τdyn = 1/(1−D)≈ 1+D used in the previou
plot. Now for bothB = 6◦ andB = 26◦ the behavior ofw/D
is close to that predicted by Eq. (44) (solid line). The clea
discrepancy is seen for smallWs , corresponding to system
with the highest effective volume density—in fact, part
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p
runs

t

Fig. 16. The width of opposition peak in size distribution simulations, in comparison to Hapke’s (1986) formulas. In the left panel, the width of the oposition
peak for elevationsB = 6◦ andB = 26◦ is shown, normalized byD = 0.3, which approximates the central plane filling factor in our size distribution
(see Table 2). The solid line indicates the functionY = 3〈s2〉1.5/(4〈s3〉), while the dashed line indicates the approximation valid forsmax/smin � 1, given in
(Hapke, 1986, Table I). In the right panel, the width is normalized by the volume filling factor at unit slant optical depth,D(τs = 1), yielding a fair agreemen
with theoretical formula. In addition, dashed and dotted curves indicate the values ofY evaluated directly from the particle distributions.
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this discrepancy would be removed ifτphot/τdyn = 1/(1−D)

were used.
Figure 16 also shows the curvesY26◦ andY6◦ , evaluated

using the actual particle size distributions at the geom
ric depth corresponding toτs = 1 (dotted and dash-dotte
lines), deviating slightly from the effectiveY for the whole
system, due to the above described vertical segregatio
sizes. However, the difference is not very pronounced. A
note carefully that the curves forY26◦ andY6◦ do not fall
close to the correct simulated values: forB = 6◦ the simu-
lated width is narrower than the predicted one, whereas
opposite is true forB = 26◦. This could be due to an add
tionalτpatheffect similar to that studied for identical particl
in Fig. 13, which is not included to Hapke’s formulas f
semi-infinite layer. Nevertheless, Hapke’s physical pictur
opposition peak being mainly determined by effective p
tometric parameters at the unit slant optical depth seem
be fairly useful in interpreting the simulation results, and
accordance with the speculations we presented in conne
to Figs. 8 and 9.

4.2. Tilt effect

Ground-based observations indicate that the bright
of the A-ring is almost independent of elevation (tilt) ang
while that of the B-ring increases by about 25% betwee
and 26◦ (Lumme and Irvine, 1976). In Lumme and Irvin
(1976) (see also Price, 1974), this brightening was in
f

preted in terms of increased multiple scattering for incre
ing µ, this component being much more important in
B-ring (τ = 1) than in the A-ring (τ = 0.4). However, it was
fairly difficult to get enough multiple scattering, even wi
the single scattering albedo close to unity. For example
Lambert-phase function cannot yield a strong enough
effect for the B-ring (Lumme and Irvine, 1976). In Espos
and Lumme (1977) it was proposed that an inclusion o
forward scattering lobe to the single particle phase funct
using formulas of the type of Eq. (26), would help in th
respect, by enhancing the amount of multiple scattering

In both Lumme and Irvine (1976) and Esposito a
Lumme (1977)D = 0 was assumed. Strict monolayer mo
els with Lambert-type particles can also produce a str
tilt-effect without the need for multiple scattering (Hämee
Anttila and Vaaraniemi, 1975). Basically the brighteni
with increasing elevation would then be due to lim
darkening of particles: at low elevation angles only sh
lowly illuminated edges of the particles are visible, reduc
the brightness. AsB = B ′ increases larger portions of th
particles become visible, including the almost perpend
larly illuminated bright particle centers. For even largerB

the gaps between particles become visible, finally redu
the brightness. Since for monolayer models lowerτ corre-
sponds to a larger separation between particles, this eve
dimming is achieved at smaller elevation forτ = 0.4 than
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tering. Here
us
Fig. 17. Monte Carlo calculations of the A- and B-ring tilt effect, in comparison to Lumme and Irvine (1976) observations in green light (λ= 550 nm, Lumme
and Reitsema, 1978). The observed values are traced from the Figs. 5 and 2 in Esposito and Lumme (1977), usingIEZ/F = 0.62. In the upper row, Monte
Carlo calculations for a homogeneous ring withD ≈ 0 and for a monolayer are compared. For the multilayer model, Eq. (26) withg1 = −0.5, g2 = 0.5,
b = 0.4538 was used, while for the monolayer Lambert element scattering was assumed. The dashed lines indicate the amount of multiple scat
τphot = 0.4 and 1.0 for both multilayer and monolayer models: in the latter case this actually refers toτphot(90◦). In the middle row, runs for homogeneo
systems with differentD’s are compared, using Callisto phase function. In the lower-most row, extended size distributions models are studied (τdyn = 0.4 and
1.25–1.5 for A- and B-ring models, respectively). In all casesα = 6◦ .
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for τ = 1.0, explaining the difference for the A- and B-rin
in the monolayer-models.

Figure 17 (uppermost row) compares Monte Carlo ca
lations for monolayer models similar to those in Häme
Anttila and Vaaraniemi (1975) (Lambert-scattering) and
multilayer models with the same phase functions as in
posito and Lumme (1977). Models for both the A- and
B-ring are shown, together with observations (Lumme
Irvine, 1976) in the green band (α = 6◦). Multiple scat-
tered contributions are shown separately, to emphasiz
basic difference in the cause of the tilt-angle behavio
these two models. Due to highD in the monolayer mode
a lower particle albedo can account for the overall brightn
level. However, the abrupt drop in the brightness asµ → 0
predicted by the monolayer model is not present in the
servations, which on the other hand are well fitted by
models of Esposito and Lumme (1977). The results of
calculations agree well with the theoretical curves prese
in both Hämeen-Anttila and Vaaraniemi (1975) and in
posito and Lumme (1977). Note that in the former stud
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successful comparison was made to another set of obs
tions (Hämeen-Anttila and Pyykko, 1972), which howe
was based on many fewer images than that of Lumme
Irvine (1976) and also may suffer from an inadequate sm
ing correction (see Lumme and Irvine, 1976).

In the middle row of Fig. 17 vertically uniform sys
tems with increasing volume densities are compared,
the Callisto phase function. In accordance with Section
largerD, or equivalently a smaller vertical thickness, e
hances the brightness. According to Fig. 14 this can be
terpreted to follow from the more extended opposition p
for largerD. For the A-ring case the opposition brighteni
is less pronounced, due to its lowerτ (compare to Fig. 12)
In comparison to a monolayer, the strong drop in brightn
for µ→ 0 is absent (or just weakly present forD = 0.1), in-
dicating that this effect in the monolayer model is an artif
caused solely by the requirement of having the particle c
ters strictly in the same plane, and not due to nonzeroD.
However, all the curves for uniformD are rather flat for
τ = 1, and thus not able to account for the B-ring tilt-effe

In the case of an extended size distribution (lowerm
row in Fig. 17) the tilt effect for the B-ring is nicely fit
ted. This follows from the fact that for low elevation ang
the reflection is mainly due to the rarefied envelope form
by the small particles, whereas with increasing elevation
dense inner layers become more important. Conseque
theI/F curve follows the curves of successfully larger co
stantD asµ increases. Also in these size distribution mod
the required amount of multiple scattering is fairly small,
lowing for a moderately low particle albedo. In the figu
the best fit is achieved forsmin ≈ 0.10–0.5 m, smaller an
upper minimum values yielding either a bit too flat, or t
rapidly rising I/F vs. µ, respectively. On the other han
the observed flatness of the A-ring tilt curve is less sens
to size distribution.

Thus, models with moderately high central plane filli
factor seem to be consistent with both the opposition
tilt-angle behavior of the B-ring, provided that the particle
size distribution is taken into account. However, as m
tioned above we were not able to find a very satisfactory fi
observations for a uniform system withD = 0.02, in terms
of multiple scattering in large albedo models (see Fig.
upper row). Since this result disagrees with the conclus
in Lumme et al. (1983), even though the same phase f
tion was used, we considered it important to check the ca
of the difference. In this respect it is important to note t
in Lumme et al. (1983) the comparison to observations
only made in an indirect manner, via the fraction of mu
ple scattering indicated by their observational fits and t
theoretical models, not by actually comparing the fitted
observed brightness curves. As described below, the inab
to account for the observed tilt-behavior with the Lumme
al.’s (1983) phase function is likely to arise from their way
combining the theoretical opposition-brightened single s
tering flux and the numerically calculated fractional amo
of multiple scattering.
-

,

In Lumme et al. (1983) the total intensity (forµ= µ0 =
µ̄) was written as

(45)I (α, µ̄)/F = p1φp(α)φs(α, µ̄)+ pm(µ̄),

where, as in Eq. (37),φp andφs are the normalized part
cle phase-function, and the above described Lumme–Bo
shadowing function (φs(α = 0◦) = 1 and φs → 0.5 for
α � 1◦), p1 is the geometric albedo, andpm is the con-
tribution of multiple scattering (pm → 0 asµ → 0◦). For
the studied rangeα < 6◦ φp(α) stays close to unity. Thu
I (0◦, µ̄)/F = p1 +pm(µ̄) whereas, for example, forα = 6◦
studied in Fig. 17,I (6◦, µ̄)/F ≈ p1/2 + pm(µ̄). Lumme et
al. (1983) define the multiple scattering factor

(46)Q(µ̄)= pm
(
µ̄)/(p1 + pm(µ̄)

)
,

which corresponds to the fractional contribution of mu
ple scattering atzero phase angle (including the opposition
brightening of the single scattered contribution). From
to their observed phase curves at variousµ̄, Lumme et al.
(1983) findp1 to stay practically constant, and determi
the value ofQ(µ̄) ≡ Qobs. For a given choice of the part
cles’ phase function,p1 then determines the single partic
albedo A. The next step in Lumme et al. (1983) was to u
radiative transfer code,without allowance for mutual shad
owing, for determiningQmodel(µ̄) for the adopted phas
function. A large range of models with different A’s an
parametersb,g1, g2 in a 2-lobe Henyey–Greenstein pha
functions were systematically explored and the fit was c
sidered acceptable if thisQmodel agreed withQobs at all
observedµ̄’s within error bars. However, the problem
this procedure is with this identification ofQmodelandQobs.
Namely, as the opposition effect was not included in th
theoretical multiple scattering calculations, these yiel
Q′

model which actually corresponds to

(47)Q′(µ̄)= p′
m(µ̄)/

(
p1/2+ p′

m(µ̄)
)
,

wherep1/2 is the singly scattered flux without a cont
bution from opposition brightening. As a consequence,
actual amount of multiple scattering,

p′
m = p1Q

′

2(1−Q′)
,

following from Eq. (47) is only one-half of

pm = p1Q

(1−Q)

following from Eq. (46). Thus, the identification ofQmodel
with Qobs in Lumme et al. (1983) seems to have overe
mated the amount of multiple scattering following from t
assumed phase function by a factor of two.

Support for our conclusion about the cause of the
crepancy is given in Fig. 18, showing the singly and multi
scattered contributions for the Lumme et al. (1983) mode
calculated by our MC method. WithD = 10−3, approximat-
ing the classical limit, we find a good agreement with
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Fig. 18. Model A in Lumme et al. (1983) is studied: Henyey–Greens
phase function withg = −0.3, A = 0.92, homogeneous multilayer wit
D = 0.001 andτdyn = 1, for α = 6◦. The observational values for the re
band are from Table IIa in Lumme et al. (1983). The solid curves show
single scattering and total fluxes calculated with the MC method, as w
indicating how the results would be better consistent with observations
multiple scattering contribution is multiplied by a factor of 2 (dashed cur
As detailed in the text, this has likely been the effect of the combinatio
theoretical singly scattered flux and the radiative transfer calculation
multiple scattering, as carried out in Lumme et al. (1983). The dotted c
shows the good agreement in the calculated fractional amount of m
ple scattering: symbols stand for values in (Lumme et al., 1983, Table
while the curve denotes the current calculations. In the caseD = 0.02 the
I/F due to single scattering would rise by about 0.03.

Qmodel calculated by Lumme et al. (1983, Table IV): ho
ever the combinedIss+ Ims (solid line) falls clearly below
observations. On the other hand, if we multiply by two
fractional contribution of multiple scattering, as we susp
is implied by their procedure, theIss+ 2Ims (dashed line)
would fall much closer to the observations, in the manne
dicated by Lumme et al. (1983, Fig. 3). The same holds
the other models in Lumme et al. (1983, Table IV). The o
effect of the nonzeroD is to increase slightly the amou
of single scattering: usingD = 0.02 instead ofD = 0.001
shifts theI/F curves upward by about 0.03 for allµ. In
conclusion, it seems that in order to account for the B-r
tilt effect with multiple scattering, an even larger fraction
contribution of multiple scattering would be needed than
plied by Lumme et al.’s (1983) models.

4.3. Voyager observations

In their detailed analysis of Voyager images Dones e
(1993) successfully explain the overall photometric beha
of the A-ring, in terms of macroscopic (s � λvis) backscat-
tering ring particles. The deduced single particle phase f
tion and albedo vary slightly with planetocentric distan
the particles becoming less backscattering (g ≈ −0.55 →
−0.5) toward the outer edge, and albedo slowly decrea
being, however, close to 0.5 throughout the ring. The amou
of microscopic forward scattering dust was estimated to
very small. However, Dones et al. (1993) also point out s
eral aspects in which the photometric behavior deviates f
that following from their classical radiative transfer mode
For example, the optical depth profile derived from Vo
ager 2 photopolarimetric (PPS) occultation measurem
shows a correlation with the reflected intensity profile, wh
is not expected for a thick multilayer ring at low elevation a
gles for whichτpath� 1. Also, the A-ring as a whole show
a reversed contrast in high and low phase angle images
inner parts being brighter than the outer parts for lowα,
while the opposite is true for highα. Contrast reversal i
seen also locally near strong density waves, which ap
brighter than their surroundings at largeα and less bright fo
α < 20◦. For the outer thirds of the A-ring Dones et al. fi
that a power-law type particle phase function can reprod
well both the small and largeα behavior, whereas for the in
ner two thirds their models imply too much brightness
α > 100◦. As suggested by Dones et al. (1993) all these
crepancies may be related to a smaller vertical thicknes
the inner portion of the A-ring, the thickness gradually
creasing toward the outer boundary, for example, due to
net energy input via numerous satellite resonances. In
density wave regions themselves the local thickness ma
expected to be most strongly enhanced.

The effect of small vertical thickness on the brightnes
large phase angle is tested in Fig. 19. Here Voyager ob
vations for the inner A-ring (a = 122 500 km, withτ ∼ 1)
are compared to models with different volume filling fa
tors. As the optical depth in this region is higher than
typical value for the A-ring, a largerD (possibly further
enhanced by a smallerH ) may also be expected. The le
panel (withD ≈ 0) corresponds to Fig. 17 in Dones et
(1993), indicating how power-law phase functions giving
right brightness in the smallα-regime fail to fit the highα
observations. As in Dones et al. (1993), the scaled refle
ity, I/F multiplied by 4(µ+µ0)/µ0, is shown. For lowα,
where single scattering dominates, this multiplying factor
moves the geometric part of Eq. (33), the scaled inten
thus representing the productAP(α), making it easier to
compare observations with differentB andB ′. In the right
panel, a homogeneous model withD = 0.1 is studied (corre
sponding toH/s ≈ 13). In agreement with the cases stud
in Section 3, larger volume density enhances single s
tering, making it possible to match the lowα observations
with a nearly 20% smaller albedo. Since the highα bright-
ness is mainly due to multiple scattering, this is conseque
reduced due to the change inA. Also, as the multiple sca
tering component is reduced by the nonzeroD itself (see
Fig. 11, and Table 3), the total reduction amounts to ab
one half, enough to bring the largeα brightness to a reason
able agreement with observations. Similar improvemen
the match can be achieved for even somewhat largerD’s. In
contrast, a monolayer model would fail, giving a toosmall
highα brightness, if the albedo is reduced to match the
α brightness. However, in the case where an extended
ticle size distribution (withsmin < 1.0 m) is included, the
match is not as much improved over that forD = 0, since
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Fig. 17
spondi

h

Fig. 19. In the left panel, various power-law phase functions are shown in comparison to Voyager observations ata = 122500 km. A uniform ring model with
τdyn = 1,D = 0.004 is studied, approximating the classicalD = 0 case. The scaled reflectivity, explained in the text, is shown. The data are taken from
in Dones et al. (1993), and the same power-law phase functions are studied, for observing geometries tabulated in Table II in Dones et al., correng to
two set of solar elevations,B ′ ≈ 4◦ and toB ′ ≈ 8◦. In the right panel, the same phase functions are applied to a homogeneous ring withD = 0.1: due to
increased brightness at backscattering, the lowα observations can be fitted with a smaller albedo,A= 0.42. Because of reduced multiple scattering at higα
(resulting both from the smallerA and from the increasedD itself), also the highα observations are better fitted.
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the enhancement in lowα brightness is less than for singl
sized particles and since the multiply scattered compo
for largeα is in fact almost the same as in theD = 0 case
(see Table 3). However, the use more in elastic parti
would increase the effectiveD also in the case of a more e
tended size distribution: for example, if a constant elasti
εn = 0.1 is adopted, thensmin = 0.1 m (see Table 3) would
yield a very similar curve as obtained forsmin = 1.0 m in
the case of the Bridges et al. elasticity law (correspond
many respectsεn ∼ 0.5), being still within the uncertainty o
observations.

For Voyager observing geometries the brightness o
thick multilayer ring withD = 0 is expected to be prac
tically independent of optical depth forτ > 0.4, charac-
teristic for the A-ring. The allowance of nonzeroD alone
will not change the situation ifD is constant withτ (see
Fig. 11). However, in dynamical simulationsD always in-
creases monotonically withτ , and if this increase is stron
enough, it may lead to a correlation betweenI andτ also for
the interesting range ofτ = 0.4–1.0. Figure 20 displays th
I vs. τ dependence for dynamical simulation models, b
for identical 5-m particles and for an extended size dist
ution with smin = 0.1 m. Both low and high phase angle a
studied, and the simulation parameters are also listed in
ble 2. For identical particlesD(z = 0) increases from 0.12
to 0.25 asτphot varies from 0.4 → 1.0, leading to about a
10% increase in the lowα brightness, in contrast to les
than 2% variation for theD = 0 case. The resultingI vs.
τ dependence is also applied for constructing a model ra
brightness profile for the A-ring, based on PPS optical de
measurements (Fig. 20, lower frame). Although the mode
brightness variations are smaller than the actual ones,
is some similarity to observations of the inner A-ring (s
e.g., Fig. 7 in Dones et al.). In comparison, in the case
extended size distribution the sensitivity of brightness oτ
is much reduced, and the model brightness profile is alm
as flat as that for theD = 0 case. For large phase angles
brightness is practically constant forτ = 0.4–1.0, in all three
cases.

In principle, the difference found above in the low a
high phaseI/F dependence onτ (for the identical parti-
cle model) implies that the ratioI13◦/I155◦ increases slightly
with τ . Thus the inner portion of the A-ring, with higher tha
averageτ , would be relatively more bright in lowα images
in comparison to largeα, than the optically thinner oute
ring. However, according to the model of Fig. 20 this ra
varies less than 10% forτ = 0.4–1.0, and is thus insignifi
cant in comparison to the observed large contrast differe
between the inner and outer A-ring. The observed stre
of contrast reversal amounts to roughly 2, if estimated
the ratio of

(48)
I/F (α = 9◦, a ≈ 122 500 km)

I/F (α = 9◦, a ≈ 136 000 km)
≈ 1.3

and

(49)
I/F (α = 155◦, a ≈ 122 500 km)

I/F (α = 155◦, a ≈ 136 000 km)
≈ 0.65,

indicated by Figs. 7 and 9 in Dones et al. (1993). Qual
tively, this strong contrast reversal might be accounted fo
the effectiveD has a rather high value, sayD > 0.2, at the
inner A-ring, decreasing to practically zero near the ou
edge. The possible effects of such variations are studie
Fig. 21a, showing the fractional brightness enhanceme
nonzeroD models over that forD = 0, as a function of
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Fig. 20. Dependence betweenτ and the ring brightness, for geometries corresponding to Fig. 11. Dynamical simulation models both with identical 5-m
particles and with a size distribution from 0.1 to 5 m are studied, and compared with theD = 0 case. In the plot the simulation results are plotted against
their photometricτ ’s, listed in Table 3. In the lower frame theI vs. τ dependences forα = 13◦ are applied for converting the PPS occultation profile into a
brightness profile model.

Fig. 21. In (a) the phase angle dependence of various models is shown relative to theτ = 1.0, D = 0 multilayer model. The used values ofα,B, andB ′
correspond to those in Fig. 19: the scatter of points results from combining two set of solar elevations, not from any Monte Carlo uncertainty. Models include
a homogeneous system withD = 0.2 and two size distribution models, withsmin = 1.0 and 0.2 m. In (b) the difference ofI/F for the Mimas 5:3 resonance
site in comparison to its surroundings is modeled, by assuming that the surrounding region hasτdyn = 0.4 and a size distribution from 0.5 to 5 m. For the
resonance site it is assumed that aq = 3 size distribution extends to 0.15 m, with correspondingly increasedτdyn = log(5.0/0.15)/ log(5.0/0.5)× 0.4 ≈ 0.6.
Compare with Fig. 22 in Dones et al. (1993). In both framesA= 0.5 and the Callisto phase function are assumed.
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phase angle. According to this figure, a uniform system
identical particles withD = 0.2 → 0 asa increases from
122 500→ 136 000 km could provide nearly the observ
amount of difference. In this simple picture, neglecting a
optical depth or phase function effects, the overall brig
ness profile would be flattest forα ≈ 120◦–130◦ where the
enhancement in the brightness due to nonzeroD turns into
reduced brightness. However, again the inclusion of an
tended size distribution (smin < 1 m) would significantly
weaken this effect, at least for the Bridges et al. (1984) e
ticity law.

The reduced brightness at strong density wave reg
relative to their surroundings, seen in lowα images, and
respectively, the increased brightness in largeα images (see
Dones et al., 1993, Figs. 7–9) might in principle also foll
from a reducedD due to locally enhanced ring thicknes
However, the model in terms of spatial variation inD only
is insufficient to account for the fact that the contrast rev
sal occurs atα ≈ 20◦ (see Dones et al., 1993, Fig. 22), n
around 120◦ as in the model of Fig. 21a. On the other ha
if we assume that a significant number of small particle
released in the resonance zone (say,∼ 10 cm particles oth
erwise trapped on the surfaces of the larger particles)
situation improves. Figure 21b shows a crude model
the Mimas 5:3 resonance zone. For the background
τdyn = 0.4 is assumed (corresponding to the PPS occulta
value), and a size distribution from 0.5 to 5 m, while for the
resonance zone the distribution is extended to 0.15 m, which
for a power-indexq = 3 indicates enhancedτdyn = 0.6. In
the resonance zone the effectiveD is reduced due to thes
extra particles, making it dimmer in the backscattered li
than the surrounding region. However, forα > 20◦ the in-
crease inτ is sufficient to brighten the resonance site o
its surroundings (without increasedτ the reversal would tak
place nearα = 120◦ as can be roughly estimated by comp
ing the curves for the two size distribution models compa
in Fig. 21a). Altogether, the qualitative agreement of t
simple experiment to the observations shown in Fig. 22
Dones et al. (1993) is surprisingly good, except that the
served amplitude of contrast is about 50% larger. There
several obvious ways to refine this model: for example,
suming also larger vertical thickness for the resonance
would further decrease itsD, thus increasing the brightne
drop for lowα.

5. Discussion and summary

Photometric modeling of Saturn’s rings, including m
tiple scattering and a particle size distribution, has b
carried out in a straightforward manner by using a Mo
Carlo (MC) technique (see, e.g., Plass and Kattawar, 1
Salo, 1988). We assumed that the layer of simulation p
cles was illuminated by a large number of photons, arriv
either from the Sun or from Saturn, and followed in de
the path of each individual photon through the succes
scatterings. The new direction after scattering was obta
by MC-sampling from either the surface element’s scat
ing law, or from a spherical-particle phase function: in
latter case it was found more accurate to continue the
ton path from the intersection point, not from the parti
center. The periodic boundary conditions of the dynam
simulation were taken explicitly into account, so that a p
ton escaping from the actual calculation region enters on
the image regions of the original simulation region. Inc
sion of image particles is very important in modeling of lo
illumination and viewing elevations.

Some computational tricks were employed to enhance
efficiency of the calculations (e.g., in the search of inters
tion points, treatment of image particles). Most importan
the direct MC-method was augmented with a backward M
as it would be very wasteful to deduce the brightness of
system in a given viewing angle by sampling only photo
leaving the system to this direction. Instead, for each sca
ing event we checked whether the scattering point was
ible from the predefined viewing direction. If so, we add
the contribution of this scattering to the final brightness
this direction, taking into account the scattering law of
particle or surface element. In this manner, each of the
segments of each photon may contribute to the result in
direction we are interested in. Compared to direct MC
reduces the necessary number of photons by even a fac
1000, for a given desired accuracy.

The results of the Monte Carlo code were checked aga
previous calculations, both in the limit of vanishing vo
ume densityD (Dones et al., 1993; Esposito and Lumm
1977) and in the limit of a monolayer (Hämeen-Antt
and Vaaraniemi, 1975). Different phase-functions (Lamb
Henyey–Greenstein, power-law) and both ground-based
Voyager geometries were checked. Also comparison
Chandrasekhar’s analytical expressions for isotropic sca
ing were used. The obtained good agreement in all th
tests, and the good computational efficiency of the indi
method, makes it well suited for detailed photometric m
eling of Saturn’s rings.

Our experiments with homogeneous systems with n
zeroD indicate that finite ring thickness can lead to sign
cant brightening of the singly scattered reflected compo
(and reduction of the transmitted one) whereas the m
ple scattering is less affected, in agreement with Dones e
(1989), Peltoniemi and Lumme (1992), and Esposito (19
For perpendicularly illuminated layers of identical partic
with τ ∼ 1, this brightening amounts to roughly(1 + 2D)
for most directions of emerging radiation. Increased brig
ness is also obtained for low elevation illumination, be
most pronounced at small phase angles. However, higα

brightness, dominated by multiple scattering for backwa
scattering particles, is reduced. NonzeroD also enhances th
photometric optical thickness of the particle layer over
dynamical optical depth, the latter defined by the total fr
tional area of particles, often termed also geometric op
thickness (see, e.g., French and Nicholson, 2000). For ho
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geneous systems of identical particlesτphot/τdyn ≈ 1 + kD,
with k ∼ 1–1.5, consistent with Esposito (1979) and P
toniemi and Lumme (1992). In the case of a vertical pro
a fairly similar result forτphot/τdyn is obtained when th
central plane volume filling factorD(z = 0) is used forD.
Somewhat weaker increase is obtained also in the case o
tended size distribution (k ∼ 0.7–1, forsmax/smin = 50). For
dynamical models of identical particles where the vert
thickness often corresponds to only a few particle diame
τphot may exceedτdyn even by 50%, as reported already
Wisdom and Tremaine (1988). In the case of a strict mo
layer, the derivedτphot increases strongly with decreas
path elevation, but this effect seems to be small if eve
modest amount of vertical thickness is allowed for.

In the case of particle fields taken from dynamical s
ulations, many important differences are seen. In this
the vertical profile is not uniform, but is determined by t
balance between collisional dissipation, viscous heating
the vertical energy flux (see, e.g., Schmidt et al., 1999).
pecially, when the particle size distribution is included,
overall enhancement of reflected single scattering is redu
even by about 50% forsmax/smin = 50 and power-law inde
q = 3. For very oblique paths this reduction is even stron
resulting from the elevation angle dependent photome
properties of the layer. Namely, for slanted paths the
tem becomes optically thick on the layers which corresp
to a much smaller effectiveD than the central plane de
sity. On the other hand, when the layer is viewed more
more perpendicularly, the better the dense central part
visible. Inclusion of a size distribution enhances depende
effect significantly, as the vertical energy balance typic
implies larger velocity dispersion and consequently lar
layer thickness for the small particles in comparison to
largest ones (see Tables 1 and 2), leading to a strong gra
in the vertical volume density profile.

Our experiments of opposition brightening for homo
neous systems of identical particles confirm the theore
calculations of mutual shadowing by Lumme and Bow
(1981), which seem to describe very accurately the enha
ment of single scattering in all our simulations withτpath=
1 → 20, D < 0.1. Also, our experiments indicate that t
observed steepness ofI/F vs.α for the B-ring correspond
closely to that for a homogeneous system withD ≈ 0.02,
in agreement with Lumme et al. (1983). However, this e
mate forD is much smaller than those based on dynam
considerations, including the dynamical models studie
the present work. This discrepancy has previously led to
suggestion that the opposition brightening (or at least a
jor part of it) is produced intrinsically on particle surfac
and is not due to mutual interparticle shadowing (Cook et
1973; Hämeen-Anttila and Vaaraniemi, 1975; Hapke, 19
Mishchenko and Dlugach (1992) suggested that the na
brightness peak is produced by coherent backscattering
due to constructive interference of light from small rego
grains on the ring particles’ surfaces. Further support for
was presented in Mishchenko (1993), pointing out that
-

,

t

-

,

brightness enhancement is expected to be connected w
sharp peak in negative linear polarization. Observation
Lyot (1929) and Johnson et al. (1980) indeed indicate su
narrow polarization peak for Saturn’s rings, with half-wid
of about 0.3◦, which made Mishchenko (1993) conclude th
the observed brightness peak is completely due to the
herent backscatter effect. However, this evidence give
the polarization peak is weakened by the study of Dol
(1996), who did not find such a peak but only a much m
shallow increase in negative polarization, typical for ma
Solar System surfaces. Nevertheless, recent analysis of
multi-color observations (Poulet et al., 2002) imply that
coherent backscatter in terms of the Shkuratov et al. (1
model can successfully account for the opposition brigh
ing.

One of our main results is that mutual shadowing
hardly be excluded as an at least partial explanation fo
opposition peak. This holds true even in the case of
namically dense systems, provided that the ring posse
an extended distribution of sizes. In fact, mutual shad
ing is likely to be important for all extended size distr
ution models presented in the literature. The example
Section 3 indicated that for the Bridges et al.’s (1984) e
ticity law, a minimum particle sizesmin = 0.05 m was able
to approximate quite well both the low and large tilt an
phase curves. This estimated size rangesmax/smin is roughly
consistent with that derived from Voyager radio occultat
measurements (Marouf et al., 1983), as well as that rece
estimated by French and Nicholson (2000), who obtai
s = 30 cm to 20 m based on the amount of forward diffrac
light estimated from comparison of Voyager and grou
based occultation experiments. The widths of the oppos
peak we calculate are in fairly good agreement with Ha
(1986) theoretical formula.

However, the opposition brightening due to mutual sh
owing is likely to depend on all the dynamical factors
fecting the vertical volume density profile, including besid
the size distribution also the dynamical optical depth and
elasticity of particle impacts. In Fig. 22 some additional
amples are provided forsmin = 0.1 m, illustrating the role
of particle elasticity in dynamical simulations. Besides
Bridges et al.’s formula used in Section 3, also more ela
particles withvc/vB = 4 in Eq. (30) are studied, as well
more inelastic particles with a constant coefficient of re
tution εn = 0.1. In comparison to the casevc/vB = 1, the
more elastic case leads to a larger vertical thickness o
system, and similarly theεn = 0.1 case leads to a signifi
cantly more flattened ring. As a consequence, the less e
case with a larger volume density leads to a clearly w
opposition peak, whereas forvc/vB = 4 the peak gets mor
narrow, and in fact approximates the observations at lea
well as the more extended size distribution withvc/vB = 1.
Clearly, detailed comparisons between various models
observations, combined with the allowance for the intrin
opposition peak, would provide efficient constraints for
local properties of rings.
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Fig. 22. Opposition effect due to mutual shadowing, calculated for dynamical simulations with different particle elasticities. Solid curves referto Lumme et al.
(1983) observations in red and the phase function and albedo are the same as in Fig. 14. In comparison to Fig. 14, which assumesvc/vB = 1, smin = 0.05 m,
the more elastic model withvc/vB = 4 yields an opposition phase curve close to the observed one forsmin = 0.1 m instead ofsmin = 0.05 m.
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The tilt effect for the B-ring seems to follow very nat
rally from the inclusion of a vertical profile and size distri
ution. The basic mechanism for the tilt effect in our mod
is the increase of the backscattering brightness for a l
with a nonzeroD. With increased elevation angle deep
and thus denser regions contribute to the scattering, m
ing the total brightness increase. It is important to note
this brightness increase is not limited to the regime of
opposition peak: also size-distribution systems with a ra
narrow opposition peak exhibit an increase in the gen
brightness level. In Section 3 the best fit for brighten
with elevation angle was obtained for a distribution w
smin = 0.1 m; however, models withsmin in the range of 0.05
to 0.5 m would also fall within the uncertainty of the us
ground-based data (and the uncertainty of particles el
properties). For smaller optical depths, corresponding to
A-ring, the overall effect is small, in accordance with obs
vations, and is not very sensitive to minimum size. As
the opposition effect, better observational data of the el
tion angle behavior would help to constrain the particle s
distribution.

It is interesting to note that the nonhomogeneous ver
structure as an explanation for the B-ring tilt-effect was th
retically considered already by Hämeen-Anttila and Pyy
(1972), in terms of a two-component model with bright p
ticles near the central plane being surrounded by an enve
of small particles with a lower albedo. Possible physical
planations for the albedo difference were also given, in te
of large particles being coated by smaller ones. Altoge
this model for the tilt effect resembles the present ex
nation, except that we attribute the brightness of the c
tral layer to the high volume-density induced brighteni
Models even more similar to ours were studied in Jantu
(1982), who proposed that in the case of a vertical profile
broad opposition peak of the dense central parts of the r
will become visible in the case of increased tilt angle. E
cept for not taking into account the particle size distributi
her models are very similar to ours.

On the other hand, our model for the tilt effect diffe
from that by Lumme and Irvine (1976) and Lumme et
(1983), who attribute the brightening to an increased am
of multiple scattering in optically thick rings. In principle
this would work provided that the single scattering albe
is very close to unity, and phase functions like those in
posito and Lumme (1977) are assumed. However, the re
analysis of HST observations (Cuzzi et al., 2002) sugg
that multiple scattering is insignificant for Earth-based
serving geometries, as they found very little difference in
elevation angle behavior between observations at diffe
wavelengths. A similar conclusion about multiple scatter
was obtained by Dones et al. (1993) from analysis of V
ager observations. Our mechanism for the tilt effect in te
of a vertically thin ring model is consistent with these obs
vations, as no multiple scattering is involved.

The allowance of nonzero volume density in Satur
rings helps to account for many previously problema
Voyager observations, like the difficulties in matching
multaneously the low and highα brightnesses for the in
ner A-ring, as well as for the B-ring (Dones et al., 199
Doyle et al., 1989) with classicalD = 0 models, the rings
having only about one half of the modeled brightness
largeα. If we accept that these ring regions are likely to
strongly flattened, the implied brightening for lowα obser-
vations will reduce the fittedAP(α) value, leading to a de
creased brightness for largeα due to less multiple scattering
The largeα brightness is further reduced by the nonzeroD

itself. Reasonable fits to observations are also obtained i
case of size distribution withsmin > 0.1–1.0 m (lower limit
increasing with increasing elasticity). On the other hand,
outermost A-ring fits well with classical models (Dones
al., 1993), consistent with a large local ring thickness. T
implied distance dependence of ring thickness offers al
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possible qualitative explanation for the contrast reversa
tween the inner and outer A-ring, as seen in low and higα
images. Contrast reversals are also seen in strong reso
zones, taking place forα ≈ 20◦: a simple model for this wa
also presented, in terms of an enhanced amount of smal
ticles in the resonance site, accompanied by an increa
the local optical depth. The A-ring also exhibits an ove
correlation between optical depth and intensity which sig
icantly exceeds that expected for a optically thick multila
ring. According to our models based on dynamical simu
tions for identical particles, such an effect might be expe
to take place via the optical depth dependent volume den
However, this seems to be not possible for any extended
distribution.

All the models addressed in this study have assumed
nar homogeneity. Dynamical studies indicate that part
mutual self-gravity will inevitably lead to local particle inh
mogeneities, gravity wakes (Salo, 1992a), provided tha
local velocity dispersion is small. For example, this would
the case when the Bridges et al. (1984) elasticity law is
sumed. Due to the preferential orientation of wakes, trai
by about 20◦ with respect to the local tangential directio
the appearance of the system becomes dependent on th
longitude. Indeed, strong observational evidence for wa
is provided by the azimuthal brightness asymmetry, at l
for their presence in the mid A-ring (Dones et al., 19
Franklin et al., 1987). Wakes may well be present also
the dense parts of the B-ring, where the larger surface m
density can be expected to compensate the stronger dis
ing effect of the differential rotation in comparison to t
A-ring. However, for the B-ring the larger optical depth m
reduce the contrast related to such formations. Such gra
tional wakes, if present, will modify the local volume dens
and optical depth: in wakesD will be enhanced, whereas th
regions between wakes may appear as partially transpa
This is likely to lead to differences in the ring opening an
dependence of the ring brightness, as the relative fractio
visible wake/inter-wake regions will depend on the obse
ing elevation. Also, since the strength of wakes is depen
on surface mass density, this might introduce an additi
mechanism causing dependence between local optical t
ness and local brightness. The photometric effects of
wake structure will be studied in detail in paper II.

In addition to wakes, there are also other possible
namical phenomena which might be reflected in the p
tometric properties of rings. For example, dense rings
be susceptible to viscous overstability, manifesting as co
ent axisymmetric velocity, density and local thickness
cillations (Borderies et al., 1985; Mosqueira, 1996; Sch
and Tscharnuter, 1995). Our recent studies, including
rectN -body simulations with plausible parameter values
the densest parts of the B-ring, have confirmed the viab
of this mechanism (Salo et al., 2001; Schmidt et al., 20
Schmidt and Salo, 2003). Like gravity wakes (which m
co-exist with overstability (Salo et al., 2001)), coherent
isymmetric oscillations, if present, will modify the volum
e
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s
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Table 4
Success of Monte Carlo models in explaining various observations,
their implications for the particle size distributiona

Observation Fitted Minimum particle sizeb Comment

B-ring:
• Opposition effect yes 0.05–0.10 m Fig. 14

depends on elasticityc Fig. 22
• Tilt effect yes ∼ 0.1 m Fig. 17
A-ring:
• Tilt effect yes not very sensitive Fig. 17
• Low vs. highα brightness yes > 0.1–1.0 m Fig. 21

depends on elasticityd Table 3
• Contrast reversal

Inner/outer ring yes? > 1 m Fig. 21a
Resonance zones yes? 0.5 m / 0.15 m oke Fig. 21b

• I vs.τ correlation no too weak even for Fig. 20
identical particles

a Note that inclusion of self-gravity is likely to be important, at least
A-ring.

b For a power law withsmax= 5 m andq = 3.
c Implied minimum size decreases with elasticity:smin ≈ 0.05 m for

Bridges et al. elasticity law.
d Implied minimum size increases with elasticity:smin ∼ 1 m for

Bridges et al. elasticity law,
e 0.15–0.5 m particles released at the resonance.

density of rings. A longitude and elevation angle depende
may also be expected, most likely different from that du
nonaxisymmetric wakes.

We have explored the effect of nonzeroD for Saturn’s
ring’s photometry, and shown that using the particle d
tribution data obtained from dynamical simulation mod
helps in many instances to account for the observed ph
metric properties. For example, the B-ring tilt effect follo
in a very robust way from the dynamical models. Seve
qualitative ways to account for the Voyager observati
were also sketched. Interestingly, some of the implicat
of these simple models are not well in accordance with
currently preferred view of Saturn’s rings possessing a w
power-law distribution of particle sizes extending down
cm-range. A summary of various results is provided in
ble 4. For example, the overall contrast reversal of the
ring, and especially the correlation betweenτ andI , would
be easiest to explain with a model with a very narrow s
range. Somewhat to the same direction, the predicted o
sition effect due to mutual shadowing for an extended
distribution (smin = 0.05–0.10 m) is even too efficient in a
counting for observations, leaving perhaps too little room
an intrinsic opposition effect. One possibility which mig
help to fit together these implications is that the local pr
erties of rings, especially the size distribution, show e
a larger variation with distance than usually thought, A-r
possessing a clearly narrower size range than the B-ring
∼ 0.5 m in comparison to∼ 0.05 m). The role of self-gravity
might be important in this respect, as it may lead to e
cient sticking of particles in the A-ring (Salo, 1992a, 19
Ohtsuki, 1993). Clearly, improved datasets with good ph
angle, elevation angle and spatial coverage, as provide
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the recent HST-observations (Cuzzi et al., 2002; Poulet e
2002), and especially by the Cassini data in the near fu
will be crucial in providing constraints for the combined d
namical and photometric modeling.

6. Conclusions

The main conclusions of our study are (see also Table
(1) Allowance for nonzero volume densityD leads to

increasedτphot/τdyn and enhanced brightness of backwa
reflected single scattered radiation, in comparisons toD = 0
case. For large phase angles, dominated by multiple
tering, the brightness is slightly decreased. Inclusion o
power-law size distribution dilutes these effects, but th
remain significant even for the widest distribution studi
with smin = 0.05 m (assumingsmax= 5 m andq = 3).

(2) Dynamically dense systems, even with central pl
D(0) > 0.2–0.3, may exhibit a narrow opposition peak si
ilar to that observed for Saturn’s rings, solely due to m
tual shadowing among the small particles of an exten
size distribution. The required width of the distribution d
pends on the vertical thickness via the particle elastic
for the Bridges et al. elasticity lawsmin ∼ 0.05 m is im-
plied, whereas more (less) elastic particles would corresp
to somewhat larger (smaller)smin. Thus, interparticle shad
owing needs to be included in the models of the intrin
opposition effect, and may help to set constraints for b
the size distribution of particles, and the particle elasticit

(3) Simulated particle fields with nonuniform vertic
density profile account for the observed elevation an
brightness dependence of Saturn’s rings. The monotoni
rising B-ring tilt curve seems to be best reproduced by a
distribution with smin ∼ 0.1 m. The flat tilt curve for the
A-ring is also reproduced, being less sensitive to size
tribution.

(4) Assumption of nonzeroD helps to fit simultaneousl
both the low and high phase angle Voyager observation
Saturn’s inner A-ring. In the case of size distribution,smin >

1 m is required for the Bridges et al. elasticity law. Howev
less elastic particles would allow smallersmin (∼ 0.1 m for
εn = 0.1).

(5) A simple qualitative explanation for the overall co
trast reversal of the inner and outer A-ring between low
high α images was suggested in terms of vertical thickn
increasing with planetocentric distance. Similarly, contr
reversal in resonance site seems to indicate local differe
in both the size distribution and the optical thickness.

(6) A correlation between optical thickness and r
brightness is also seen in lowα models of identical particle
with largeD, but this effect disappears for an extended s
distribution and for largeα, the observed correlation prob
bly manifesting a different mechanism.
-
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